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Abstract 
This guide describes the features and functionalities of the HPE Operations Agent for NonStop (formerly called OpenView NonStop Server 
Management, and still known as OVNM). 
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Preface 
The HPE Operations Agent for NonStop (OVNM) is an out-of-the-box solution that provides seamless integration 
of HPE Operations Software (previously known as HPE OpenView) with HPE NonStop Servers. The software is a 
natural extension of HPE Operations and provides you with true end-to-end management of your NonStop 
environment. 

This guide provides information about how to work with the product. 

Before You Begin 
Before reading the documentation, you are expected to have a basic understanding of HPE Operations 
environment, as well as the HPE NonStop environment. Familiarity with the HPE NonStop Distributed Systems 
Management software, especially the Event Management Service, would be helpful. 

Audience 
This guide is intended for two types of users: 

• Administrators, who plan, set up, and maintain OVNM and Operations Manager. 

• Operators, who perform daily tasks using OVNM and Operations Manager. 

Goals of Documentation 
After reading the OVNM User and Installation Guide for Windows, you should know the following information. 

• Working with Host Installation Client 

• Working with Host Management Client 

• Overview of Operations Manager Tools and Policies 

• Troubleshooting OVNM 
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Organization 

Chapter No. Chapter Name Description 

Chapter 1. OVNM Overview Gives a brief overview of the OVNM Product. 

Chapter 2. OVNM Host Installation Client Gives instructions on how to use the OVNM 
Host Installation Client. 

Chapter 3. Default HPE OM Tools and Policies Gives information on Operations Manager 
tools and policies provided with OVNM. 

Chapter 4. Overview of Host Management Client Gives instructions on how to use the OVNM 
Host Management Client. 

Chapter 5. Default HPE OM Applications & Message Templates Gives information on Operations Manager 
Applications and Message Templates provided 
with OVNM. 

Chapter 6. Event Delivery Management Describes the Message Queuing and Fault 
Tolerance features of OVNM. 

Chapter 7. Troubleshooting OVNM Describes how to troubleshoot problems with 
OVNM. 

Appendix A. Manual Operations on HPE NonStop Server Describes the manual installation, 
uninstallation, starting and stopping of OVNM 
components on the HPE NonStop Server. 

Appendix B. Sample InstInfo File Provides a sample InstInfo file. 

Appendix C. OVNM Utilities Describes the various utilities of OVNM and 
how to use them manually. 

Appendix D. Batch Utilities for Thresholds Provides information about the BATCONF and 
DELCONF utilities. 

Appendix E. Installing Multiple Agents on Same NonStop Provides information on how to install multiple 
OVNM Agent environments on the same HPE 
NonStop system 

Appendix F. Sample Session for Adding HPE NonStop Nodes Provides a sample session for adding HPE 
NonStop Nodes. 

Appendix G. Transporting Thresholds Describes the tools that assist in migrating 
common thresholds from one HPE NonStop 
node to another. 

Appendix H. Customizing OVNM Configuration Files Describes the procedure to make custom 
changes to the OVNM configuration files that 
are not supported via the OVNM Host 
Installation Client. 

Appendix I. Japanese Character Set Support Describes the procedure to configure the 
system to support the Japanese Character Set. 

Appendix J. Elink Messages in HPE OM Provides a list of connection messages along 
with explanations. 

Appendix K. Internal Messages Generated by OVNM SPI Lists the internal messages generated by the 
OVNM SPI process. 

Appendix L. EMS Burst Suppression Provides information on various methods of 
suppressing EMS event burst. 

Appendix M. View Details TACL Routine Provides the list of subsystems that to be 
mapped with the corresponding TACL 
routines. 

Appendix N. Log Success/Failure of User Defined Command for 
Recovery 

Explains the procedure to write the Tacl 
routines that will notify OVNM to determine if 
the Tacl execution was successful. 

Appendix O. Configuration File Parameters Provides information on various parameters of 
the MONCONF and MAILCONF files. 

Appendix P Threshold Linking Provides information that will help reduce the 
CPU cycles used by OVNM. 
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Appendix Q SQL database feed Provides information about the 
TCPIP/Process/Process stats threshold that is 
used to send TCPIP statistics to a SQL server. 

Appendix R Support for IPv6 Provides information concerning the additional 
parameters that need to be added to the 
ELKCONFx files. 

OVNM Documentation Map 
HPE OVNM provides a set of manuals and online help that help you use the product and understand the concepts 
underlying the product. This section describes what information is available and where you can find it. 

Electronic Versions of the Manuals 
All manuals are available as Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) files in the documentation directory on the 
OVNM product CD-ROM. All manuals are also available in the HPE web server directory. For details, contact the 
appropriate HPE support service. 

OVNM Manuals 
This section provides an overview of the OVNM manuals and their contents. 

Manual Description Media 

OVNM Concepts Guide Explains OVNM features, functions, benefits, architecture, and data flow. 
Describes OVNM agent and server components. 

PDF 

OVNM Installation Guide Explains how to install, configure and start and stop OVNM components PDF 

OVNM User Guide Explains how to use the OVNM utilities and troubleshooting procedures for 
OVNM. 

PDF 

OVNM SNMP Adapter Guide Covers installation and configuration. SNMP Adapter is used when 
SNMP-compatible management consoles are used. such as HPE Operations 
Network Node Manager, BMC’s PATROL, and IBM’s NetCool  

PDF 

OVNM Console Guide Explains the Console interface and provides the instructions on how to use 
the software effectively. 

PDF 

OVNM Object Configuration 
Client Guide 

Explains the Object Configuration Client (OCC) interface and provides the 
instructions on how to use the software effectively. 

PDF 

OVNM Object Reference Guide Lists the various threshold policies in Object Configuration Client (OCC).  PDF 

OVNM ObjectMAP Guide Explains the ObjectMAP interface and provides the instructions on how to 
use the software effectively. 

PDF 

OVNM ObjectStats Guide Explains the ObjectStats interface and the instructions on how to use it 
effectively. 

PDF 

OVNM Event Management 
Guide 

Explains the concepts of Event Integration. PDF 
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Additional OVNM-Related Products 
This section provides an overview of the OVNM-related manuals and their contents. 
 

Manual Description Media 

Performance Agent   

OVNM Performance Agent for HPE Operations PDF  PDF 

SMART Plug-In   

SPI for MQ-SERIES   

SPI for BASE24   

About OVNM Online Help 
This preface describes online documentation for the HPE Operations Agent for NonStop (OVNM) graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs). 
 

Manual Description 

Object Configuration Client Explains the Object Configuration Client GUI and how to use the interface effectively. 

ObjectStats  Explains the ObjectStats GUI and how to use the interface effectively. 

Console Explains the Console GUI and how to use the software effectively. 

ObjectMAP Explains the ObjectMAP GUI and how to use the software effectively. 

Host Installation Client Explains the Host Installation Client GUI and how to use the interface effectively. 

Host Management Client Explains the Host Management Client GUI and how to use the interface effectively. 
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1. About OVNM 

What is OVNM? 
HPE Operations Agent for NonStop software (formerly called OpenView NonStop Server Management, and still 
known as OVNM) is designed as an out-of-the-box solution to provide seamless integration for managing an HPE 
NonStop Server-only environment or to bring NonStop server data into larger multi-platform management systems. 
As its name implies, OVNM is designed to work with HPE Operations software running on either the Microsoft® 
Windows® or the UNIX® operating system. However, note that OVNM’s management capabilities are independent of 
HPE Operations.  

OVNM is an integrated set of modules which provides the following. 

• Event Management 

• Object Management 

What OVNM Does? 
OVNM offers a comprehensive business-driven management solution that helps you to monitor, control, report on, 
and automate corrective actions, thus ensuring the health of all parts of your managed infrastructure. This 
industry-leading software provides an efficient management environment in which to monitor your service-level 
objectives.  

OVNM brings NonStop server data into enterprise-wide management views, such as those driven by HPE 
Operations, IBM Tivoli, BMC Patrol, and others, and it also provides a complete NonStop server-only management 
solution. And now with version 5.0, administrators will enjoy even more features for controlling their NonStop-only 
environments. 

With OVNM you can create specific business views for a given enterprise solution. These views not only enable 
operations staff to detect business function problems quickly, but they also provide a systematic approach to 
isolating the actual cause of a problem and associating that problem with a particular service.  

HPE Operations Agent for NonStop facilitates event integration, and policy/service template setup, along with both 
operator-initiated and automated actions from multi-platform management consoles, or from its own OVNM 
Console. It offers automatic discovery and mapping of the entire NonStop server environment with an online 
graphic display of the status of every server object, giving you a cost-effective and time-saving way to incorporate a 
NonStop environment rapidly and successfully into your service delivery infrastructure. 

Figure 1. OVNM Enterprise Management 

 

Features 
OVNM provides the following features. 
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• Flexible management of NonStop Server and Application events 

• NonStop Server management using the OVNM Console 

• Support for multi-platform Enterprise Management via HPE Operations, IBM Tivoli, NetCool, BMC PATROL, 
and other solutions 

• Automatic discovery of NonStop Server objects 

• Easy threshold setting on various objects with automatic forwarding of event messages directly to other 
Enterprise Management solutions 

• Email notification and automated recovery actions 

• Event burst detection and suppression 

• NonStop Agent designed for robust failover with store and forward capabilities 

• User-defined service maps of managed objects for OVNM Console and HPE Operation Manager  

• Execution of manual and automatic NonStop System commands (TACL) from popular enterprise consoles 
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2. OVNM Host Installation Client 
The OVNM Host Installation Client is a Windows based interactive GUI, which is used to automate the procedures 
like installation and modifications on the HPE NonStop node. This section details the various functionalities of the 
Host Installation Client. 

Starting Up 
To start the OVNM Host Installation Client, click the Start  Programs  HPE OVNM NonStop Server Tools 
 Host Installation Client option. The OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 2. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box 

 
The following fields are displayed in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box. 

• Configuration Name: This field displays the name of the configuration where the OVNM Agent is installed. 
This is useful when you want to install multiple OVNM backend environments. Refer to Appendix E: Installing 
Multiple Agents on Same NonStop for details. 

• Managed Host: This field displays the node name of the HPE NonStop Server 

• Host Address: This field displays the IP address of the HPE NonStop host server selected in the Managed 
Host box. DNS name of the server is also allowed. 

• Version: This field displays the product version number. It will also include information about patches that 
were applied. 

• Installation Date: This field displays date of Installation of the OVNM product.  

• Help: Click the Help button to view the OVNM Host Installation Client Help file. 

• About: Click the About button to view details of the product version and copyright information. 

• Close: Click the Close button to exit from the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box. 

• License Key: This field displays the product License Key. 

• Expiration Date: This field displays the expiration date for the product License Key 
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When you open the OVNM Host Installation Client for the first time, all the buttons except for New and Import 
are disabled. To get the information, you can either add a new node using the New button, or import a host 
configuration using the Import button. 

Using the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box, you can perform the following functions. 

• Add New HPE NonStop Host 

• Modify HPE NonStop Host Information 

• Upgrade 

• Delete HPE NonStop Host 

• View Host Detail 

• Import Host Configuration 

• Export Host Configuration 

• Tools 

 

Figure 3. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box Buttons 
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Add New HPE NonStop Host 
To add a new NonStop Host, click the New button on the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box. The New 
OVNM Configuration dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 4. New OVNM Configuration Dialog Box 

 
For details on installing OVNM on a HPE NonStop Managed Node, refer to the OVNM Installation Guide. 
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Modify HPE NonStop Host Information 
To modify the host information, click the Modify button in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box. The 
Modify OVNM Configuration dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 5. Modify OVNM Configuration Dialog Box 

 
Make the necessary changes in the corresponding field(s) and click the Apply button. 

If the configuration information for the HPE NonStop Host on your PC is older than the configuration information 
on the HPE NonStop, the OVNM Host Response for Applying Changes window is displayed with the information 
that the configuration needs to be updated using the Sync With Host option in the Tools menu. 

Figure 6. OVNM Host Installation Client Message Box 

 
Click the OK button in the OVNM Host Installation Client message box. 

Synchronize the Host information on the PC using the Sync With Host option in the Host Installation Client Tools 
menu and then modify the configuration using the Modify OVNM Configuration dialog box. 
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For details on synchronizing the host with PC, refer toTools section of this chapter. 

Use the Apply To Computer button to add the modifications on the front-end, without making any changes to the 
backend. To revert back to the entries before modifications, click the Reset Fields button. 
 

 NOTE:  

In case there is a change in the OVNM information, the respective configuration files at the backend will be 
updated only if the user clicks on the Apply button. 
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Upgrade 
Use the Upgrade button in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box to perform a full software release 
upgrade or apply a patch. 

1. Click the Upgrade button to view the Upgrade menu. 

Figure 7. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box Upgrade Menu 

 
The Upgrade menu has the following options. 

• Upgrade Release: The Upgrade Release option allows you to perform a full software release upgrade. 
Select the Upgrade Release option. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 8. Login to Host Dialog Box 
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2. Enter the User Name and Password in the corresponding fields and click the OK button to initiate the upgrade 
process. If you are using Xypro, you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both 
these fields are optional and even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. Depending 
on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the Secondary 
Tacl Prompt value. 

• Apply Patch: This option allows you to upgrade the software with a new patch or fix. 

3. Select the Apply Patch option. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 9. Apply Patch for Configuration Dialog Box 

 
4. Enter the User ID and Password and select the Upgrade File using the Browse button. Click the Apply button 

to initiate the process. 
 

 NOTE:  

The patch/IPM file is supplied by HPE support to fix a known or reported problem. The patch file can be located 
anywhere on the computer where it can be accessed. 
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Delete HPE NonStop Host 
Use the Delete button in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box to delete host configurations. 

1. Click the Delete button in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box to delete an existing host 
configuration. The Delete menu is displayed. 

Figure 10. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box − Delete Menu 

 
• Delete From Computer: This option can be used in case you have manually uninstalled the OVNM agent on 

the HPE NonStop Server and want to remove the configuration from the computer as well. The OVNM Host 
Installation Client confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 11. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 
2. Click the Yes button to delete the selected Host configuration from the Computer, else click the No button. 
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• Delete From Both: This option can be used to completely remove a configuration from the front-end as well 
as the backend. The OVNM Host Installation Client confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 12. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 

3. Click the Yes button to delete the selected Host configuration, else click the No button. 

Once the Configuration is deleted from both computer and Host, the OVNM Host Response for Deleting 
Configuration dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 13. OVNM Host Response for Deleting Configuration Dialog Box 

 

4. Click the Save button to save the response in form of text file on your computer, else click the OK button to 
close the dialog box. 

After removing OVNM from the HPE NonStop Server, you should also clean up the lines of code that were added to 
the TACLCSTM file for the User ID that was used to start OVNM. The lines of TACL code will be surrounded by 
comments that are inserted by the Install TACL macro. 
 

 NOTE:  

Make sure that the OVNM Agents on the HPE NonStop Server and the computer are not running when you use 
the Delete options. Use the Stop Agent button in the OVNM Host Management Client to stop OVNM agents on 
the HPE NonStop Server. To stop the OVNM agents on the computer, use Start  Programs  HPE OVNM 
Management Server Tools  Stop Agent option. 
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View Host Detail 
To view host details, perform the following steps. 

1. To view information about a host, click the View Detail button. The View OVNM Configuration dialog box is 
displayed. 

Figure 14. View OVNM Configuration Dialog Box 

 
2. Click the Close button to close the dialog box. 
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Import Host Configuration 
You can import the HPE NonStop Server(s) configuration(s) from a .cfg file. For this, perform the following steps. 

1. Click the Import button. The OVNM Host Installation Client confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 15. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 
2. Click the Yes button to continue with the import process. The Open dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 16. Open Dialog Box 

 
3. Select the .cfg file to import HPE NonStop Host(s) configuration information and click the Open button.  

If the Host configuration that you are importing already exists, the OVNM Host Installation Client confirmation 
box is displayed. 

Figure 17. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 
4. If you want to update the existing Host configuration, click the Yes button, else click the No button. 

This completes the import procedure. 
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Export Host Configuration 
You can export the Node Information, Managed Subsystems and Both to a .cfg file. For this, perform the 
following steps. 

1. Click the Export button. The Export menu is displayed. 

Figure 18. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box Export Menu 

 
You can select any of the following options. 

• Export Node Information: To export only the Node information.  

• Export Managed Subsystems: To export only the Managed subsystems information. 

• Export Both: To export Node and Managed subsystems information. 

Clicking any option displays the OVNM Host Installation Client confirmation box. 

Figure 19. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 
2. Click the Yes button to continue with the export process.  

3. The OVNM Host Installation Client confirmation box is displayed. Click the Yes button to continue.  
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If you select the Export Managed Subsystems, the following confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 20. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 
If you select the Export Managed Subsystems, the following confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 21. OVNM Host Installation Client Confirmation Box 

 

4. To continue with the export process, click the Yes button in the corresponding confirmation box. The Save As 
dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 22. Save As Dialog Box 

 
5. To export with the default file name, click the Save button, else rename the file and then click the Save button 

to complete the export procedure. 
 

 NOTE:  

The import and export utilities can be used to transfer host configurations from one computer to another. The 
import and export functions apply to ALL Configuration-names/Nodes. When you use the Export function, ALL 
Configuration-names/Nodes are exported regardless of the selected configuration name. When you Import a file, 
every Configuration-names/Nodes that are contained within that file are imported. It is recommended that you 
frequently save your configurations by exporting them into a file so that if you lose your settings, they can be 
recovered easily. 
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Tools 
You can use the Tools button in the OVNM Host Installation Client dialog box to get token files or to synchronize 
Host with PC. 

1. Click the Tools button to view the Tools menu. 

Figure 23. OVNM Host Installation Client Dialog Box Tools Menu 

 
• Get Token Files: This option is enabled only if a node is added to the Managed Host list. This option enables 

you to obtain EMS token files from the selected HPE NonStop Host. The files imported from the backend are 
copied to the OVNM\OCC\EmsTokenFiles folder in the directory where OVNM has been installed. These files 
are displayed in the EMS Event Token Numbers dialog box in the Object Configuration Client. 

Clicking the Get Token Files button displays the Login to Host dialog box. 

Figure 24. Login to Host Dialog Box 
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a. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using 
Xypro, you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are 
optional and even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional.  

b. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust 
the Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  

The OVNM Host Response for Getting Token Files dialog box is displayed with the information that the 
token files have been transferred to the computer. 

Figure 25. OVNM Host Response for Getting Token Files Dialog Box 

 
c. Click the OK button and the click the Save button, to save your changes. 

• Sync with Host:  This option can be used to synchronize Host information with the PC. Selecting this option 
displays the Login to Host dialog box. 

Figure 26. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 
a. Enter the User Name and Password in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, you can also 

enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and even if 
you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. Depending on the prompt character that 
is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the Secondary Tacl Prompt value. 
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b. Then click the OK button. The OVNM Host Response for Synchronizing Host information with PC 
dialog box is displayed with the status information for the synchronization with the Host. 

Figure 27. OVNM Host Response for Synchronizing Host information with PC Dialog Box 

 
c. Click the OK button to close the dialog box. To save the information, click the Save button. 

• Get Pak File: This option is intended to be used when the HPE Support staff requires additional files to 
research a problem. If you are familiar with using PAK, then you can follow your standard procedures. If you 
are not familiar with PAK or do not know how to FTP the file to your computer, then this option makes it 
easier for you.  
Clicking the Get Pak File option displays the Get Pak File for Configuration dialog box. 

Figure 28. Get Pak File for Configuration Dialog Box 

 
a. Enter the User Name and Password in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, you can also 

enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and even if you 
enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. Depending on the prompt character that is 
returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Enter the 
list of file names or templates separated by comma in the File names or templates field to create the Pak 
file. This list of files will be provided by the support person. You can either specify the path of the files 
($vol.subvol.filename) or specify only their names. You can enter a maximum of 50 files. This field allows 
wildcard characters.  
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b. The OVNM Host Response for Getting Pak File dialog box is displayed giving the status that the 
created PAK file is being transferred to the computer. After the binary data transfer is complete, the 
OVNM Host Installation Client message box is displayed with the information that the PAK file has been 
successfully retrieved in the C:\Users\All Users\OVNM\Back End folder. Click the OK button to 
continue. 

Figure 29. OVNM Host Response for Getting Pak File Dialog Box 

 
The OVNM Host Response for Getting Pak File dialog box is displayed with the information that getting of PAK 
file from Host is successful. 

Figure 30. OVNM Host Response for Getting Pak File Dialog Box 

 
c. Click the OK button, and then click the Save button, to save your changes. 
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3. OVNM Host Management Client 
The OVNM Host Management Client is a Windows based interactive GUI, which is used to automate the HPE 
NonStop host management procedures like starting and stopping OVNM agent. 

Starting Up 
To start the Host Management Client, click Start  Programs  HPE OVNM NonStop Server Tools  Host 
Management Client  Menu option. 

The OVNM Host Management Client dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 31. Host Management Client 

 
You can view the Configuration name, Node Name, IP Address, Installation Date and Version information for the 
selected Managed Host using the OVNM Host Management Client. 

The following functions can be performed using the OVNM Host Management Client. 

• Start Agent 

• Stop Agent 

• Status 

• View Info 

• Policy Report 

• Tools 

• Import Node Configuration 

• Delete Node Configuration 

Clicking the Help button opens the HTML help file for the OVNM Host Management Client in the default browser 
on the computer. 
 

 WARNING! 

Set off notes, warnings, caution statements, and important information with a rule above and below. 

The About button displays the About dialog box which provides the version number and the copyright 
information. 

You can use the Close button on the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box to close the Host Management 
Client application. 
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Start Agent 
The Start Agent utility starts the OVNM agent on the HPE NonStop host. 

1. To start the OVNM agent, select the configuration on which the agent is to be started using the Configuration 
box in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box, and click the Start Agent button. 

Figure 32. OVNM Host Management Client – Start Agent Button 

 
The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 33. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 

2. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, 
you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and 
even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. 

3. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the 
Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  
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The OVNM Host Response for Starting dialog box is displayed with the activity relating to the installation of the 
OVNM Agent on the HPE NonStop Server. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information 
that the operation has been completed successfully.  

Figure 34. OVNM Host Response for Starting Agents Portion Dialog Box 

 
4. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 

Stop Agent 
The Stop Agent utility stops the OVNM agent on the HPE NonStop host. 

1. Select the host using the Configuration box in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box, and click the 
Stop Agent button. 

Figure 35. OVNM Host Management Client – Stop Agent Button 
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The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. 

Figure 36. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 
2. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, 

you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and 
even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. 

3. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the 
Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  

The OVNM Host Response for Stopping dialog box is displayed with the information that the client is attempting 
to connect to the host. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the operation 
has been completed successfully.  

Figure 37. OVNM Host Response for Stopping Agents Dialog Box 

 
4. Use the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Status 
The Status utility enables you to view the status of the OVNM and OCC components on the HPE NonStop host. 

1. To start the process, select the Configuration name in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and 
click the Status button. 

Figure 38. OVNM Host Management Client – Status Button 

 
2. In the displayed Login to Host dialog box, enter the User Name and Password in the respective boxes and 

click the OK button. 

Figure 39. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 
3. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, 

you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and 
even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. 

4. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the 
Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  
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The OVNM Host Response for Status of Agent dialog box is displayed with the information that the client is 
attempting to connect to the host. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the 
process has been completed. 

Figure 40. OVNM Host Response for Status of Agent Dialog Box 

 
5. Use the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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View Info 
The View Info utility is used to get information about OVNM and OCC applications on the HPE NonStop host. 

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
View Info button. 

Figure 41. OVNM Host Management Client – View Info Button 

 
The Login to Host Dialog Box is displayed. 

Figure 42. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 
2. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, 

you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and 
even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. 

3. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the 
Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  
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The OVNM Host Response for Viewing Information of Agent dialog box is displayed with the information that 
the client is attempting to connect to the host. The status that the operation has been completed is displayed in the 
dialog box after the process is completed. 

Figure 43. OVNM Host Response for Viewing Information of Agent Dialog Box 

 
4. Use the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Policy Report 
The Policy Report utility is used to generate a report, which contains information about all the policies/threshold(s) 
that have been deployed at the NonStop host. 

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Policy Report button. 

Figure 44. OVNM Host Management Client –  Policy Report Button 

 
2. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in the displayed Login to Host dialog box and 

click the OK button. 

Figure 45. Login to Host Dialog Box 

 

3. Enter the User Name, Password and Token Files Location in the corresponding boxes. If you are using Xypro, 
you can also enter the Secondary Command and Secondary Password. Both of these fields are optional and 
even if you enter a Secondary Command, the password is still optional. 

4. Depending on the prompt character that is returned as part of the Xypro option, you may need to adjust the 
Secondary Tacl Prompt value. Then, click the OK button.  

The OVNM Host Response for Generating Policy Report dialog box is displayed with the information that the 
client is attempting to connect to the host. 
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5. The OVNM Host Management Client message box is displayed confirming the type of Policy Report to be 
created. The Policy Report utility allows you to either create a Brief or a Detailed version of policy report. 
Select the type of report to be created and click the OK button. 

Figure 46. OVNM Host Management Client for Generating Policy Report Confirmation Box 

 
6. After the connection to the host is established and the generation of policy report at the NonStop host is 

completed, the OVNM Host Management Client message box is displayed. 

Figure 47. OVNM Host Management Client Message Box 

 
7. The file generated is in the CSV (Comma Separated Values) format. This file can be opened using Microsoft 

Excel. The message box displays the path where the file is saved on the computer. Click the OK button. 

The status that the operation has been completed is displayed in the OVNM Host Response for Generating Policy 
Report dialog box after the process is completed. 

Figure 48. OVNM Host Response for Generating Policy Report Dialog Box 

 
8. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Tools 
The Tools utility is used to check the communication between the HPE NonStop Node and the Enterprise 
Management Server. 

To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Tools button. The Tools menu is displayed. 

Figure 49. OVNM Host Management Client – Tools Menu 

 
The following functions can be performed using the Tools menu.  

• Start Enterprise 

• Start Monitoring 

• Stop Enterprise 

• Stop Monitoring 

• Test Message 

Collect Info 
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Start Enterprise 

The Start Enterprise option enables you to start the OVNM Adapter portion on the HPE NonStop Server.  

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Tools  Start Enterprise. 

2. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Starting Adapter dialog box with the information that the client is attempting to 
connect to the host is displayed. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the 
operation has been completed successfully. 

Figure 50. OVNM Host Response for Starting Adapter Portion Dialog Box 

 
3. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Start Monitoring 

The Start Monitoring option enables you to start the OVNM Client on the HPE NonStop Server.  

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
ToolsStart Monitoring. 

2. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Starting Client dialog box with the information that the client is attempting to 
connect to the host is displayed. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the 
operation has been completed successfully.  

Figure 51. OVNM Host Response for Starting Client Portion Dialog Box 

 
3. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Stop Enterprise 

The Stop Enterprise option enables you to stop the OVNM Adapter portion on the HPE NonStop Server.  

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
ToolsStop Enterprise. 

2. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Stopping Adapter dialog box with the information that the client is attempting to 
connect to the host is displayed. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the 
operation has been completed successfully.  

Figure 52. OVNM Host Response for Stopping Adapter Portion Dialog Box 

 
3. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Stop Monitoring 

The stop Monitoring tool enables you to stop the OVNM Client on the HPE NonStop Server.  

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Tools button. 

2. Select the Stop Monitoring option from the displayed Tools menu. 

3. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Stopping Client dialog box with the information that the client is attempting to 
connect to the host is displayed. After completion of the process, the dialog box displays the information that the 
operation has been completed successfully.  

Figure 53. OVNM Host Response for Stopping Client Portion Dialog Box 

 
4. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Test Message 

The Test Message utility is used to check the communication between the HPE NonStop Node and the Enterprise 
Management Server. 

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Tools button. 

2. Select the Test Message option from the displayed Tools menu. 

3. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Generating Test Message dialog box is displayed with the information that the 
client is attempting to connect to the host. The status that the operation has been completed is displayed in the 
dialog box after the process is completed.. 

Figure 54. OVNM Host Response for Generating Test Message Dialog Box 

 
4. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Collect Info 

The Collect Info utility is used to gather detailed information of the OVNM environment on the HPE NonStop node 
and save the information in the form of file(s), which may be helpful in diagnosing problems with the OVNM agent 
on the HPE NonStop Host. 

1. To start the process, select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box and click the 
Tools button. 

2. Select the Collect Info option from the displayed Tools menu. 

3. The Login to Host dialog box is displayed. Specify the User Name and Password in the respective boxes in 
the displayed Login to Host dialog box and click the OK button. 

The OVNM Host Response for Collecting Information of Agent dialog box is displayed with the information 
that the client is attempting to connect to the host. After the connection to the host is established, the OVNM 
Host Management Client confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 55. OVNM Host Management Client Confirmation Box 

 
4. Click the Yes button if you want to capture the OVNM database with the detailed information of the host. In 

this case the Collect Info utility will generate two files, a text file and a binary file and will copy them on the 
computer. 

The OVNM Host Management Client message box is displayed with the information that the CLCTINFO and 
CLCTPAK files are generated and copied to the C:\ Users\ All Users\OVNM \ Back end folder on the 
computer. The file names are prefixed with the selected node’s name. For example, NODECLCTINFO and 
NODECLCTPAK files will be copied for \NODE. 

Figure 56. OVNM Host Management Client Message Box 

 
5. If you click the No button in the OVNM Host Management Client confirmation box, the Collect Info utility will 

generate only one text file, which contains the details of the OVNM Agent on the backend and sends it to the 
front-end.  

The OVNM Host Management Client message box is displayed with the information that the CLCTINFO file is 
generated and copied to the C:\Users\All Users\Back End folder on the computer. 

Figure 57. OVNM Host Management Client Message Box 
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6. The status that the operation has been completed is displayed in the OVNM Host Response for Collecting 
Information of Agent dialog box after the process is completed. 

Figure 58. OVNM Host Response for Collecting Information of Agent Dialog Box 

 
7. Click the Save button to save the response in the form of a text file. To close the dialog box, click the OK 

button. 
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Import Node Configuration 
The Import Node Configuration utility in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box helps you to import 
HPE NonStop Host(s) configuration(s) from a file. 

Figure 59. OVNM Host Management Client –  Import Node Configuration Button 

 
1. Select the Configuration in the OVNM Host Management Client dialog box.  

2. Click the Import Node Configuration button to display the OVNM Host Management Client confirmation box. 

Figure 60. OVNM Host Management Client Confirmation Box 

 
3. To continue with the import process, click the Yes button. If you do not want to continue, click the No button. 

4. From the Open dialog box, select the file to import HPE NonStop Host(s) configuration and click the Open 
button. 

This completes the import process. 
 

 NOTE:  

In case a new Host is added or an existing one is modified using the OVNM Host Installation Client, you need to 
restart the OVNM Host Management Client to see the newly added or modified configuration. 
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Delete Node Configuration 
The Delete Node Configuration utility removes the selected Managed Host configuration from the computer. To 
delete a node configuration, perform the following steps. 

1. Select the Configuration to be deleted and click the Delete Node Configuration button 

Figure 61. OVNM Host Management Client –  Delete Node Configuration Button 

 
2. The OVNM Host Management Client confirmation box is displayed. 

Figure 62. OVNM Host Management Client Confirmation Box 

 
3. Click the Yes button to delete the selected host configuration from the Computer. 
 

 NOTE:  

Since both the Host Installation Client and the Host Management Client work in tandem, if you delete a node 
using the Host Management Client it gets deleted from the Host Installation Client as well. It is advisable to 
export the Host configuration(s) settings in a file using the Host Installation Client before deleting a node. This 
will ensure that if a configuration is deleted by mistake you can recover it again by importing that file. 
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4. Default Operations Manager (HPE OM) Tools & Policies 
The default Operations Manager tools and policies are used to perform command and control functions for critical 
events using the HPE Operations Management Console along with commands to start and stop OVNM agents. 

However, OVNM also provides the facility to control the monitoring of events as objects. The OVNM Object 
Configuration Client (OCC) interface allows the user to configure objects & thresholds for monitoring. Depending on 
the requirement, the user can configure OCC to forward only OCC defined events or allow all the events to be 
passed to the Operations Manager Message Browser. 

For details refer to the OVNM Object Configuration Client Guide. 

Default Operations Manager Tools 
The tools provided with Operations Manager can be grouped into following two categories. 

• NonStop Operator Tools 

• Start/Stop Tools 

These tools can be executed using the Operations Manager interface. 

Figure 63. Operations Manager Default OVNM Tools 

 

 NOTE:  

The NonStop operator tools are provided as guidelines for operator tasks. These non-destructive command 
templates can be used to design and develop user-defined tools on your HPE Operations Management 
environment. The NonStop Operator tools use the NSCMD command processor to provide the command & 
control capability for HPE NonStop Servers. You can configure messages and actions that would be triggered for 
each of these tools. 

 

Refer to the Configuring Actions for Operations Manager Policy section in Event Management guide for details. 
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NonStop Operator Tools 

For details on Operations Manager tools, refer to the operations manager tools section in the event management 
guide. 

Figure 64. Operations Manager Default OVNM NonStop Operator Tools 

 
 

 NOTE:  

To run the tools, select the tool name in the Operations Manager Message Browser and enter the node name on 
which the command is to be executed. 

 

Start/Stop Tools 

Figure 65. Operations Manager Default OVNM Start/Stop Tools 
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Default Operations Manager Policies 
OVNM provides a set of pre-configured policies, which can be accessed using the Operations Manager interface. 
You can also create user-defined policies depending on your requirement. 

The policies are grouped into two categories: 

• OVNM-Event-Mgmt (OVNM-NonStop-Msgs): Policy pertaining to NonStop messages. 

• OVNM-Object-Mgmt (OVNM-OvMon-Msgs): Policy pertaining to OVNM monitored objects. 

Figure 66. Operations Manager Default Policies 

 
Various actions can be configured for these policies that would allow formatting of event messages and triggering 
of automatic or operator-initiated commands. 

For details refer to the Event Management guide. 
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5. Default Operations Manager (HPE OM) Applications & 
Message Templates 

The default HPE OM applications and message templates provided with OVNM are used to perform command & 
control functions for critical events using the HPE OM Management Console along with commands to start and stop 
OVNM agents. 

However, OVNM also provides the facility to control the monitoring of events as objects. The OVNM Object 
Configuration Client (OCC) interface allows the user to configure objects & thresholds for monitoring. Depending on 
the requirement, the user can configure OCC to forward only OCC defined events or allow all the events to be 
passed to the HPE OM Message Browser. For details refer to the OVNM Object Configuration Client Guide. 

Default OVNM Applications 
The applications provided with OVNM are grouped into the following two categories. 

• NonStop Operator Tools 

• OVNM Tools 

These tools can be executed using the HPE OM interface. 

Figure 67. NonStop Tools Window 

 
 

 NOTE:  

The NonStop operator tools are provided as guidelines for operator tasks. These non-destructive command 
templates can be used to design and develop user-defined tools on your HPE Oparations Management 
environment. The NonStop Operator tools use the NSCMD command processor to provide the command & 
control capability for HPE NonStop Servers. You can configure messages and actions that would be triggered for 
each of these tools. 

Refer to Configuring/Modifying NonStop Operator Tools section in the Event Management guide for details. 

 

NonStop Operator Tools 
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Figure 68. HPE OM Default OVNM NonStop Operator Tools 

 
OVNM Tools 

Figure 69. HPE OM Default OVNM Tools 

 
 

 NOTE:  

To run the tools, select the node name and drag and drop it on the tool to be executed in the Application Group 
submap. 

 

For details on HPE OM applications, refer to the HPE OM Applications section in the OVNM Event Management 
Guide. 
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Default OVNM Message Templates 

A Message template or a policy can be defined as a set of one or more specifications and/or rules that help 
automate network and service administration, and provide consistent automated administration across a network. 

After installation, OVNM provides the default message templates that can be used as-is to manage your HPE 
NonStop environment. The templates can be accessed using the HPE OM Administrator’s User Interface. Deploying 
the pre-canned/out-of-box HPE NonStop Server template group on to your Management Server provides the 
fastest, simplest way for you to begin receiving data and messages from the HPE NonStop environment. 

The default message templates provided by OVNM can be categorized as. 

• OVNM-Event-Mgmt: Policy pertaining to NonStop EMS events. 

• OVNM-Object-Mgmt: Policy pertaining to OVNM monitored objects. 

The Message Source Templates window can be used to configure various actions for these policies that would 
allow formatting of event messages and triggering of automatic or operator-initiated commands. 

Figure 70. Message Source Templates Window 

 
For details on default OVNM message templates and how to modify, create and deploy message templates in the 
HPE OM environment along with the steps for configuring actions on HPE OM message templates, refer to HPE OM 
Message Templates section in the event management guide. 
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6. Event Delivery Management 

Managing the Connection 
The OVNM product provides facility to protect from loss of any data in case of a network failure. The EMS 
Collectors accept event messages from HPE NonStop and log them continuously, while the EMS Distributors filter 
event messages and pass the messages to the Enterprise operations environment. OVNM is responsible for 
collecting HPE NonStop system events and then feeding them into the supported Enterprise Management Systems, 
like HPE Operations Manager (HPE OM), Netcool, BMC PATROL, etc.  

If the connection between Enterprise Management Server and the HPE NonStop Server(s) is lost due to any reason, 
the event messages generated by the HPE NonStop Server(s) are not forwarded to the Enterprise Manager 
Message Browser(s). If the connection is lost between the Enterprise Management Server and OVNM, Store and 
Forward (SAF) files are used to store the events until the Enterprise Manager services are started. If the 
connection is lost between OVNM and the NonStop, after establishing the connection, OVNM sends the 
auto-catch-up request to the NonStop agent to recollect the lost messages. This auto-catch-up request to capture 
lost messages launches their own dynamic distributors without impacting the flow of other active connection 
sessions. 

OVNM can be used with the Enterprise Manager Operational environment in the following modes for guaranteed 
event delivery from the HPE NonStop Server to the Enterprise Managers. 

• Broadcast Mode 

• Primary/Backup Mode 

• Mixed Mode 
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Broadcast Mode 
The broadcast mode is used to send NonStop event messages to multiple Enterprise Management Servers.  

The figure below shows a monitoring scenario where the HPE Operations Manager (HPE OM) Servers are 
configured for Broadcast mode. 

Figure 71. Event Monitoring in Broadcast Mode –  for HPE OM Environment 

 
The broadcast mode can be used in the following scenarios to ensure guaranteed delivery of events: 

• EnterpriseManager Services Down: In the broadcast mode, if the Enterprise Manager Service(s) fail and are 
not available for any reason, then a SAF file is used to store the events until the Enterprise Manager Services 
are started. OVNM and the communication link on the Enterprise Manager Server continue running to 
ascertain whether the Enterprise Manager environment is down.  

• OVNM Connection with the NonStop Server Down: When the connection to the NonStop fails then the Elink 
or the OVNM detects a connectivity failure. On re-establishing of connection, the Elink registered with the 
NonStop will send a Catch-up request to recollect the lost messages. In the catch-up monitoring mode the 
events which have been missed are retrieved and replayed via the catch-up distributor and are sent directly to 
the OVNM. While catch-up is in progress, the real-time incoming messages are retrieved from the primary 
distributor and are stored in a temporary SAF files and are processed as soon as the catch-up processing 
terminates. This ensures that the messages are always logged in sequence to the Enterprise Manager and 
state-propagation in service views is always in synchronism with real-time. SAF files are currently numbered 0 
upwards for each node connected.  

To set up the broadcast mode. 

• The -msgqueuing parameter should be used in the ovnm_start.sh script. This parameter enables OVNM to 
request a catch-up of lost events during the disconnection to the NonStop Server. When the connection to the 
NonStop is reconnected then the events, which have been missed are retrieved and replayed via the catch-up 
distributor and sent directly to the OVNM. 

• The Service type parameter in the elink.cfg file should be set to Alert.  
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Catch-up will only happen if MSGQUEUING is enabled otherwise the messages will be lost because the OVNM will 
not send any Goback request to the NonStop.  

The configuration changes on the Enterprise Management server to support broadcast mode require modifying the 
ovnm_start script. 

Primary/Backup Mode 
In the Primary/Backup mode, OVNM is configured to send NonStop Events to a pair of Enterprise Management 
Servers, one as Primary and the other as Backup. 

The figure below shows a scenario of monitoring when the HPE OM servers are configured for Primary or Backup 
respectively. 

Figure 72. Event Monitoring in Primary and Backup Mode – HPE OM Environment 
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Table 1. Primary/Backup Mode for Guaranteed Event Delivery 

Primary Server Backup Server Action 

Enterprise 
Manager 
Service 

Connection to 
NonStop Server  

Enterprise 
Manager Service 

Connection to 
NonStop Server  

 

Up Up Up Up Event Messages will go to Primary Server 

Up Up Up Down Event Messages will go to Primary Server 

Up Up Down Up Event Messages will go to Primary Server 

Up Up Down Down Event Messages will go to Primary Server 

Up Down Up Up Event Messages will Switch to Backup Server 

Up Down Up Down The first Enterprise Manager Server OVNM Agent 
to register with the NonStop will send a catchup 
request to recollect the lost messages 

Up Down Down Up SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Up Down Down Down The first Enterprise Manager Server OVNM Agent 
to register with the NonStop will send a catchup 
request to recollect the lost messages 

Down Up Up Up SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Down Up Up Down SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Down Up Down Up SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Down Up Down Down SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Down Down Up Up Event Messages will Switch to Backup Server 

Down Down Up Down The first Enterprise Manager Server SPI to register 
with the NonStop will send a catchup request to 
recollect the lost messages 

Down Down Down Up SAF file will be created on Backup Server till the 
Enterprise Manager services on Backup server are 
started again 

Down Down Down Down The first Enterprise Manager Server SPI to register 
with the NonStop will send a catchup request to 
recollect the lost messages 

 

To set up the Enterprise Management Servers as Primary/Backup:  

• The Service type parameter in the elink.cfg file should be set to PRIMARY or BACKUP.  

• The -msgqueuing parameter should not be used in the ovnm_start.sh script. 
 

 NOTE:  

Catch-up request can only be sent from either the Primary or the Backup Server and NOT both. 
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Mixed Mode 
From OVNM 4.2 release, the single source feed (SSF) Elink will run in mixed mode. This means that OVNM is 
configured to broadcast messages to multiple servers AND to Primary/Backup server. OVNM can support one 
Primary server, one Backup server and unlimited broadcast type servers. 

Figure 73. Mixed Mode 

 
If there are a number of adapters or clients, only one of them can be configured as Primary or Backup server. Others 
can be configured as broadcast servers. If the Primary server goes down, the Backup server will receive events. The 
clients configured as Broadcast servers will receive events continuously. 
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Communication Process in the OVNM Environment 
The Elink process is the main communication process in the OVNM environment. The figure below describes the 
communication process between the HPE OM Management Server and the HPE NonStop Server(s) as an example. 

Figure 74. Communication Process in the OVNM Environment 

 
In the above figure, 

• sessionctl refers to the Session Control file, which is updated regularly with Node states and the time when 
the last message was received for SPI restart control. 

• ELINK.CFG refers to the Elink Config file. 

• NonStop Tcpip Stack refers to the generic TCP/IP stack. 

The Client Elink reads in the elink.cfg file, which defines the local and remote information. The remote Node 
information includes the NonStop Host IP address, Port, the Service provider, Service domain, and the Service type 
(Primary/Backup/Broadcast).  

You can declare the following service types. 

• Primary: To run the server in Primary mode 

• Backup: To run the server in Backup mode 

• Alert: To run the server in Broadcast mode 
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The Elink configuration file also contains the following parameters. These parameters check the connectivity 
between the front-end Elink and the NonStop Elink.  

• ALIVECOUNT: The retry count after which the connection is confirmed lost. 

• ALIVEPROBE: The time interval in seconds after which a heartbeat probe is sent. 

For example, Aliveprobe will probe the NonStop Hosts every X seconds and will declare a host as unavailable if Y 
consecutive probes are not acknowledged. 

Once Elink starts, the OVNM SPI will register itself to the Elink process as a recipient of a Service. The Elink on the 
NonStop Server listens and does not initiate poll’s to remote clients on startup. Registrations for the services will 
have to be requested by remote clients. 

The NonStop TCPIP stack maintains the ‘keep alive’ timers that can be used in addition to the Elink configuration 
files to quickly identify Dead Connections to the remote Clients. It cannot re-establish the whole connection to the 
remote client but it can monitor and notify immediately if the connection fails. 

For details on how to configure SNMP Adapter, refer to the SNMP Adapter guide 
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7. Troubleshooting OVNM 

General Troubleshooting 
Outright Installation Failures & Security Access Rights 
If the installation fails, make sure that the following are true. 

• Your logon ID has read access to the restored installation files. 

• Your logon ID has permission to create files in the destination subvolume. 

• NonStop-Server node group & NonStop message group permissions are set for the right user. 

Availability of Resources 
• You have sufficient disk space (60-90 MB). 

Incorrect Entries During Installation 
If you need to change any of the parameters or selections you entered during the installation process, either 
because of an error or a change at your site, you need to run the installation process again. 

HPE OM Not Installed 
Make sure that the HPE OM components are installed on the system. 

OVNM Not Installed 
Make sure that the OVNM components are installed on the system. Use the swlist command to see if OVNM is 
listed as an installed product. 

Error Opening OVNM node Configuration file 

On HMS, if the Error Opening OVNM node Configuration file error message is displayed when you click the Import 
Code Configuration button or the Delete Node Configuration button, make sure that you run HMS as an 
administrator on Windows. The Error Opening OVNM node Configuration file error message is displayed in the 
following figure. 

Figure 75. Opening OVNM node Configuration file error message 
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Specific Troubleshooting 
This troubleshooting section has been provided to assist in diagnosing OVNM integration problems with Enterprise 
Manager Server. 

The figure illustrates the message flow from the HPE NonStop Server to the Enterprise Manager Message Browser. 

Figure 76. NonStop Nodes Status Option 
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Messages not Getting Populated on HPE OM Event Browser 

Linux 

The following steps are intended to assist in diagnosing why NonStop messages are not flowing to the HPE OM 
Message Browser. 

Check Connectivity between HPE OM and NonStop Server 

To check the connectivity between the HPE OM Management server and the NonStop server, run the 
ovnm_status.sh script. 

# /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/ovnm_status.sh 

 root 502 500 0 18:33:42 ? 0:01 elink 

 root 609 500 0 18:33:42 ? 0:03 ovnm_spi 

Status of OVNM NonStop Servers 

 

SN      Node(Ipaddress:Port)    State. 

1       \NODE(111.111.111.111:5030)     Connecting 

If connection is “Connecting/Not Connected”, verify the OVNM NonStop Server Components are running by 
obtaining status of OVNM components on the NonStop Server. 

This can be accomplished by starting a Telnet session and logging on to the NonStop Server having the problems. 
>VOLUME $InstVol>.OVNM 

>RUN STATOVNM 

This will display the current status of the OVNM Agent running on the NonStop Server. Review the status output 
for errors. If an error has occurred and more information is needed, check the NonStop Server EMS event log for 
additional messages. HPE OVNMEMS errors events are generated with “TANDEM.OVNM” SYSID. 

If OVNM components are not running on the NonStop Server then Stop and Start Agents using the following 
commands. 

>RUN STOPVONM 

>RUN STRTOVNM 

Now check the status on the UNIX Management server again. 
# /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/ovnm_status.sh 

If connection is still not connected, check the Elink log files on the UNIX Management Server for errors. 

Elink Service Tracing (Communication Interface) 

If problems still exist, you can view the Elink log file. 

By default Elink Service logs error to /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/elink.log. 

Here is an example error message in the Elinks log. 
ERROR: Connection failed to host \nskit01.atc-hp.com:5030(getsockopt error=239)” 

error 239: Indicates that a socket error occurred when attempting to access \NSKIT01. This error occurred because 
the OVNM NonStop Agent was not running on node \NSKIT01 or possible Firewall on Port 5030. 

If required, the Elink tracing levels can be changed to view event messages without having to stop the Elink Service. 
Changing the Tracing level can be accomplished by running the Elinktrace utility. 

The elinktrace program is located in /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/Elink. 

The following steps will change the tracing level from ERROR, which is the default value (Logging all ERROR 
messages) to PROGRESS, (Trace all messages). 

• Turn the tracing off using the following command. 
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#cd  /opt/OV/ovnm/bin 

#./elinktrace –off   -cfg /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/elink.cfg    <turns tracing off> 

• Edit the Elink.cfg located in the /opt/OV/ovnm/bin directory and modify the SET ELINK TRACE 
parameter to PROGRESS. 
A part of the elink.cfg file has been provided for your reference. 

######### ELINK Configuration parameters.######## 

#### Possible values could be 

#### PROGRESS - For all types of messages 

#### WARNING  - For WARNING messages only 

#### ERROR    - For ERROR   messages only 

#### NONE     - For no      messages      

SET ELINK TRACE      PROGRESS 

• Now restart elink trace. 
# ./elinktrace -on -cfg /opt/OV/ovnm/bin/elink.cfg  

Generate a Test message using the Test Message application for the NonStop node with problems. Test 
message can be executed from either HPE OM Java Console or “opc”. 

From the HPE OM Java Console: 

• Locate the NonStop Node name under Nodes and right-click on it. 

• Select Start>NonStop Tools>NonStop Operator Tools>Test Message. 
From opc: 

Drag the NonStop Node Icon (in the OVO Node Bank) to Test Message (in Application Bank –Nonstop 
Tools-NonStop Operator Tools). 

If no message is traced, check the NonStop EMS Log $0. If Test message are in the EMS Log, then the problem is 
with the OVNM components on the NonStop Server. 

If message are seen in Elink trace but are still not seen on HPE OM Console, try tracing the OVNM Smart Plug In 
process. 

OSPI Tracing (OVNM Smart Plug In) 

If problems still exist and there were no noticeable errors in the Elink log, you can verify whether the Events 
messages are being received by the OVNM SPI (OSPI) process. 

To enable OVNM SPI Tracing, stop the OVNM Agents on the HPE OM UNIX Management Server and run the 
ovnm_start_trace.sh script. 

#cd  /opt/OV/ovnm/bin 

#ovnm_start_trace.sh 

Generate a Test message using the Test Message application for the NonStop node having problems. Refer to the 
procedure for Elink Tracing. 

The trace data can be viewed in /opt/OV/OVNM/bin/spi.log.  

If messages are received in trace file but nor seen in the HPE OM console then check to see if policies “SPI For 
Nonstop Server” are installed and deployed on the UNIX HPE OM Management Server. 

After testing is complete, you can turn tracing off by stopping and restarting OVNM agents on the HPE OM UNIX 
Management Server using the following commands. 

#ovnm_stop.sh 

#ovnm_start.sh 
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OVNM provides the NOCATCHUP facility, which can be used in case the user is not willing to retrieve the events 
logged during any kind of connection outage. In this case, no catch up request will be sent for the particular node. 
Follow the steps below to configure the HPE NonStop node in Nocatchup file. 

1. Access the Nocatchup file available at C:\Program Files\HPE\HPE BTO Software\bin location. 

2. Add the HPE NonStop node name for which NOCATCHUP facility is to be activated using the following syntax.  
NODE \NODE1 

NODE \NODE2 

 NOTE:  

Node name should be same as specified in the elink.cfg file. 
 

3. Restart the Agents. 

OVNM also provides the OVNMMODE 48 feature. This feature provides the facility to receive the events in the 4.8 
version format. Follow the steps below to configure the functionality. 

4. Access the ovnmconf.cfg file at C:\Program Files\HPE\HPE BTO Software\bin location. 

5. Add the following line in the ovnmconf.cfg file. 
OVNMMODE48 ON/OFF 

6. Restart agents after editing the ovnmconf.cfg file. 

This chapter covers basic troubleshooting issues. For more information on troubleshooting OVNM and its various 
components, refer to the troubleshooting guide. 

Windows 

The following steps are intended to assist in diagnosing why NonStop messages are not flowing to the Operations 
Manager Windows Message Browser. 

Check Connectivity between Operations Manager and NonStop Server 

To check the connectivity between the Operations Manager Management server and the NonStop server, execute 
the NonStop Nodes Status utility. Click the StartProgramsHPE OVNMNonStop Server ToolsNonStop 
Nodes Status option. 

The NonStop Nodes Status window is displayed. 

Figure 77. NonStop Nodes Status Window 

 
A Greenicon next to the node name in the window indicates that the connection is established with the remote HPE 
NonStop Elink. In case the remote HPE NonStop Elink is not up, the icon will be seen in Red. 

• If connection is Green, verify that the Operations Manager environment is running and that the Operations 
Manager Console can receive messages other than NonStop Server Events. 
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• From the command prompt, execute the following opcmsg command. This will test Operations Manager 
without using the OVNM infrastructure. 

C:\ opcmsg a=OVNM o=o msg_text=hello 

If no messages appear in the Operations Manager Message Browser, then the problem is with the 
Operations Manager environment. 

• Make sure that the Operations Manager Agent is running on the Management Server. From the command 
prompt execute the following opcagent command. 

C:\opcagt –status 

Verify that all reported Operations Manager agent components are running. 

• Verify that OVNM Node name and policies are deployed on Management Server. 
C:\ opcmsg a=OVNM o=o msg_text=hello -option SERVICEID=NSSAPP:OVNM node=<Nodename> 
s=CRITICAL 

Where, <Nodename> is the name of the HPE NonStop node without “\”. 

If no messages appear in the Operations Manager Message Browser, the problem is either with the NonStop Node 
name or the OVNM Policies have not been deployed in Operations Manager. 

• Verify that the OVNM NonStop Server components are up and running by obtaining status of OVNM 
components on the NonStop Server using the Host Management Client Status button. 

• Verify that the OVNM Components (including the Collectors and Distributors) are up and running by scrolling 
through the Host Response log. Also, check the status of the EMON process. 

• If connection is red, verify that the OVNM NonStop Server Components are running by obtaining status of 
OVNM components on the NonStop Server. 

This can be accomplished using the Status button in the OVNM Host Management Client. Start the Host 
Management Client using the StartProgramsHPE OVNMNonStop Server ToolsHost Management 
Client option. 

From the displayed OVNM Host Management Client window, select the Status button for NonStop Server to be 
checked. Verify that the OVNM Components (including Collectors and Distributors) are up and running by scrolling 
back through the Host Response log. 

The OVNM Host Response for Status of Agent dialog box is displayed giving the status of all the NonStop Server 
components. 

Figure 78. OVNM Host Response for Status of Agent Dialog Box 

 
Review the status output for errors. If an error has occurred and more information is needed, refer to the NonStop 
Server EMS event log for additional messages. HPE OVNMEMS errors events are generated with “TANDEM.OVNM” 
SYSID. 

If you need to restart the NonStop Server components, use the Stop Agents/Start Agent button in the OVNM Host 
Management Client. 
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If connection is still red in the NonStop Nodes status window, check for errors in the NonStop Server EMS log $0. If 
problem persists, contact HPE Support for resolving the problem. 

• If both Elink Ports 5020 and 5030 are red then the Elink session between the Operations Manager 
Management Server and the NonStop Host has failed. Stop and Start the OVNM Agents on the Operations 
Manager Server using the Start Agents and Stop Agents options in the Start  Programs  HPE OVNM 
Management Server Tools menu. 
Check for the HPE OVNMSPI Service either by using the ‘net start’ command or from the Services window. 
There are 2 services: 

 HPE OVNMELINK Service 

 HPE OVNMSPI Service 

If NonStop Node status is still Red, verify the OVNM NonStop Server components using the Host Management 
Client as described above. 

Elink Service Tracing in Windows (Communication Interface) 
If problems still exist, you can view the Elink log file using Notepad. 

By default the Elink Service logs ERROR to <drv>:\Program Files\OVNM\Elink\Elink.log. Here is an example error 
message in the Elinks log file. 

ERROR: Connection failed to host \NSKIT01:5030(getsockopt error=10061) 

error 10061: Indicates that a socket error occurred when attempting to access the node \NSKIT01. This error 
occurred because the OVNM NonStop Agent was not running on the node. 

If required, the Elink tracing levels can be changed to view event messages without having to stop the Elink Service. 
Changing the Tracing level can be accomplished by running the Elinktrace utility. The Elinktrace program is located 
in <drv>:\Program Files\OVNM\Elink folder. 

The following steps will change the tracing level from ERROR, which is the default value (Logging all ERROR 
messages) to PROGRESS, (Trace all messages). 

1. Turn the tracing off using the following command. 
>cd \Program Files\OVNM\Elink 

>elinktrace –off       <turns tracing off> 

2. Edit the Elink.cfg file in Notepad and modify the SET ELINK TRACE parameter to PROGRESS. 

A part of the elinkcfg file has been provided for your reference. 

# 

# ELINK Configuration parameters. 

# 

SET ELINK TRACE       PROGRESS 

SET ELINK LOGFILE     elink.log 

SET ELINK REMOTEPORT  8976 

SET ELINK LOCALPORT   8976 

SET ELINK LOGFILELEN  500000 

SET ELINK ALIVEPROBE  30 

SET ELINK ALIVECOUNT  3 

SET ELINK MAXSOCKETREADYTIME  60 

Once the Elink.cfg has been modified, run Elinktrace to start tracing. 

>elinktrace -on. 

Generate a Test message using the Test Message button in the OVNM Host Management Client while Elink is 
being traced. 

If no message is traced, check the NonStop EMS Log $0. If Test message are in the EMS Log, then the problem is 
with the OVNM components on the NonStop Server. 

If message are seen in the Elink trace, but are still not seen on the Operations Manager Console, try tracing the 
OVNM Smart Plug-in process. 
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OSPI Tracing in Windows (OVNM Smart Plug In) 
If problems still exist and there were no noticeable errors in the Elink log, you can verify whether the Events 
messages are being received by the OVNM SPI (OSPI) process.  

Stop the OSPI process on the Operations Manager Windows Management Server and change to the HPE OpenView 
Bin Directory. 

>net stop OVNM_SPI  

>cd <drv>:\Program Files\HPE OpenView\bin 

Option 1: Trace OSPI Messages to a Debug Display Window 

Launch OVNMWin32 SPI agent to view message flow on the Operations Manager Management Server. Use the 
following command to launch the OVNM SPI in the debug mode. 

>OvnmSpiWin32 –debug –node 

This will start OVNM SPI Debug display window. 
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Option 2: Trace OSPI Messages to Log File 

Locate the OVNM’s configuration file ovnmconf.cfg in the HPE OpenView bin directory and change the TRACE 
parameter to ON. 

A part of the ovnmconf file has been provided for your reference 
#******************************************************************** 

# Here are sample options. Modify these options as per your needs.  

#******************************************************************** 

TRACE ON 

LOGFILE ovnmlog.log 

LOGFILELEN 5000000 

 Restart OSPI process 

#****** 

>net start OVNM_SPI 

Generate a Test message using the Test Message button in the OVNM Host Management Client while OVNM SPI is 
being traced. 

If no message is traced, check the NonStop EMS Log $0. If Test message are in the EMS Log, then the problem is 
with the OVNM components on the NonStop Server. 

If messages are received in trace, but not in the Operations Manager console, check to see if Policies SPI For 
NonStop Server” are installed and deployed on the Windows Operations Manager Management Server. 
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Option 3: NOCATCHUP 

OVNM provides the NOCATCHUP facility, which can be used in case the user is not willing to retrieve the events 
logged during any kind of connection outage. In this case, no catch up request will be sent for the particular node. 
Follow the steps below to configure the HPE NonStop node in Nocatchup file. 

1. Access the Nocatchup file available at C:\Program Files\HPE\HPE BTO Software\bin location. 

2. Add the HPE NonStop node name for which NOCATCHUP facility is to be activated using the following syntax.  
NODE \NODE1 

NODE \NODE2 

3. Restart the Agents. 

Option 4: OVNMMODE 48 

This feature provides the facility to receive the events in the 4.8 version format. Follow the steps below to configure 
the functionality. 

1. Access the ovnmconf.cfg file at C:\Program Files\HPE\HPE BTO Software\bin location. 

2. Add the following line in the ovnmconf.cfg file. 
OVNMMODE48 ON/OFF 

3. Restart agents after editing the ovnmconf.cfg file. 
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Appendix A: Manual Operations on HPE NonStop Server 
OVNM provides interactive GUIs, which make the installation, upgrade, starting and stopping of OVNM components 
easy. In the event you are not able to use the OVNM Computers GUIs, you can perform the following functions 
manually.  

• Initial Installation of OVNM Agent on HPE NonStop Server 

• Upgrade an Existing OVNM Agent 

• Apply a Patch to Fix a Problem 

• Uninstall OVNM Agent 

• Start the HPE NonStop Server Application 

• Test the Communication Link 

• Stop on HPE NonStop Server Application 

Manual OVNM Agent Installation on HPE NonStop Server 
OVNM installation through the INSTALL macro should only be attempted in case the installation from the Host 
Installation cannot be performed. 

The NonStop Agent files required are located in the OVNM CD directory \dsm 

• INSTALL: The INSTALL macro is used for installing as well as upgrading OVNM. The macro checks if the 
installation is being done on an existing subvolume or to a new subvolume. If OVNM is installed on an existing 
subvolume, it implies that an upgrade is being performed. For the release upgrade, the macro only adds the 
new files and performs the necessary conversions to the database. 

• OVNMPAK: PAK file containing all OVNM product files 

• INSTINFO:  For new installations a Sample INSTINFO files is provided. This file will need to be modified to 
define the OVNM configuration environment of your NonStop Server. An easier method of creating the 
INSTINFO file is to use the Host Installation Client up to the point that the INSTINFO file is created. So rather 
than clicking INSTALL, click SAVE TO COMPUTER. This will create a file called C:\Users\All 
Users\OVNM\Back End\<ConfigName><CodeName>Instinfo. Where <ConfigName> is the configuration 
name you entered into the HIC and NodeName is the NonStop’s node name. This file will need to be called 
INSTINFO once it gets to the work (staging) subvolume. 

FTP the above files to the ZOVNM subvolume on the designated volume for the OVNM installation. 

 

 NOTE:  

However, if the user needs to perform a patch upgrade, then the steps for installation would be different For 
details, refer to the section Applying OVNM Patch. 

 

To help you with the installation process, it is recommended that you fill out the Installation Information form in the 
Appendix B: Installation Information section in installation guide.. 

 

 NOTE:  

The files for the backend installation are copied to the directory specified during the front-end installation. The 
default path is C:\Program Files (x86)\OVNM\Backend. 
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OVNM Installation / Release Upgrade 

Follow the steps given below to install OVNM for the first time or upgrade to a new OVNM version. 

Step A: Creating the InstInfo File 

The InstInfo file contains details required for installing OVNM on the HPE NonStop host. This file needs to be 
created and transferred to the host. The information in the InstInfo file needs to be given in exactly the same format 
as shown in the section Appendix B: Sample InstInfo File. 

 

 NOTE:  

While making changes in the sample InstInfo file make sure that there is a space after the colon on each line. 

Follow the steps given below to create the InstInfo file on the computer using the Host Installation Client: 

1. Start the Host Installation Client. 

2. Click NEW to create a new Instinfo file. 

3. Go through the same process you would normally go through using the HIC, but instead of clicking INSTALL, 
click Add to Computer. This will create a file on the Backend folder called 
<configurationName><node>INSTINFO with all the necessary information.  

Step B: Copying Installation Files 

1. Switch to the directory on the computer, where the OVNMPAK, INSTALL and INSTINFO files are stored.  
CD <File Location> 

Where <File Location> is the path where the OVNMPAK and INSTINFO files are located on the computer. The 
default path is C:\Users\All Users\OVNM\Backend. 

2. Start an FTP session with the HPE NonStop Server. 
FTP <Node IP Address> 

Where <Node IP Address> is the HPE NonStop node IP address. 

3. When prompted, enter the user ID and password of the intended owner on the HPE NonStop node. In case the 
ID has not yet been created, start a separate TACL session and create it. 

4. Switch to the subvolume where the OVNM backend installation files are to be copied on the HPE NonStop 
node. This is known as the Work subvolume. It is required that you select a volume.subvolume different from 
the one where the OVNM object files will be installed. This will function solely as your staging subvolume. 
FTP> CD <path> 

Where <path> is the path where installation files will be extracted. For example, $SYSTEM.ZOVNM 

5. Select the ASCII mode of transfer.  
FTP> ASCII 

6. Transfer the INSTINFO and INSTALL ASCII files to the staging subvolume on the HPE NonStop Server. The 
ASCII files are normal EDIT files. If you cannot edit these files on the HPE NonStop Server, then it indicates that 
the transfer from the computer was not successful. These files can be modified using the (T)EDIT command. It 
is not recommended to alter these files. 
FTP> put INSTINFO 

FTP> put INSTALL 

7. Select the binary mode of transfer. 
FTP> bin 

8. Transfer the OVNMPAK file in the OVNM backend directory to the HPE NonStop Node. The file needs to be 
transferred to the staging subvolume. 
FTP> put OVNMPAK 

9. Exit the ftp session. 
FTP> bye 
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Step C: OVNM Installation 

Once the OVNMPAK, INSTALL and INSTINFO files are transferred to the HPE NonStop host, start a telnet session 
and login. After logging in, switch to the working subvolume (the subvolume where the installation files were 
copied). Start the installation using the following command. 

Run install /out <subvol>.<file>/ 

Where <subvol> is NOT the current subvolume or the OVNM subvolume and <file> is any file name you want to use. 
This file can come in handy if there are any issues with the install or upgrade. 

The installation is completed with the display of messages. 

Many of the options entered during the installation process can be reconfigured after the installation, using the 
ALTROVNM utility. 

Applying OVNM Patch 

Follow the steps given below to apply an OVNM patch.  

 

 NOTE:  

The manual patch update should be attempted only when the Upgrade/Apply Patch feature provided with the 
OVNM Host Installation Client fails. 

 

Step A: Copying Installation Files 

1. Switch to the directory on the computer, where the FIXxxxx.FIX file is stored. 
CD <File Location> 

Where, FIXxxxx.FIX is the patch file. 

The <File Location> is the path where the FIXxxxx file is located on the computer. 

2. Start an FTP session with the HPE NonStop Server. 
FTP <Node IP Address> 

Where <Node IP Address> is the HPE NonStop node IP address. 

3. When prompted, enter the user ID and password of the intended owner on the HPE NonStop node. In case the 
ID has not yet been created, start a separate TACL session and create it. 

4. Switch to the subvolume where the OVNM backend installation files are to be copied on the HPE NonStop 
node. It is recommended that you select a volume.subvolume different from the one where OVNM object files 
will be installed finally. This will function solely as your staging subvolume. 
FTP> CD <path> 

Where <path> is the path where installation files will be extracted. For example, $SYSTEM.ZOVNM 

5. Select the binary mode of transfer. 
FTP> bin 

6. Transfer the FIXxxxx.FIX file in the OVNM backend directory to the HPE NonStop host. The file needs to be 
transferred to the staging subvolume. 
FTP> put FIXxxxx.FIX FIXxxxx 

7. Exit the ftp session. 
FTP> bye 

Step B: Applying the Patch 

After you have transferred the FIXxxxx.FIX and the INSTINFO files to the HPE NonStop host, start a telnet session 
and login. After logging in, switch to the staging subvolume (the subvolume where the installation files were 
copied). You can apply the patch using the following command: 

Run GUIPATCH/IN <staging subvol>.FIXxxxx/ 

 

Manual OVNM Un-Installation 
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You can un-install OVNM from the HPE NonStop host using the Delete HPE NonStop Host option from the Host 
Installation Client interface on the computer. However, if the un-install process fails, then you can un-install OVNM 
from the HPE NonStop host manually. Follow the steps given below to perform a manual un-installation. 

Switch to the subvolume where OVNM is installed and execute the following command at the TACL prompt to 
un-install OVNM from the HPE NonStop host. 

Run DINSTALL / IN <staging subvolume>.INSTINFO / 
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Manually Starting OVNM on a HPE NonStop Server 
To start all the OVNM agents on the HPE NonStop Servers, use the Start Agent button in the Host Management 
Client. 

To start various OVNM agents manually, switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM has been installed and 
execute the run strtovnm command. 

Sample Execution 

Running MAKETMPL to check the status of the EMS template files. 

Run MAKETMPL 

Using default template files... 

Interrogating SCF to get current NRES file... 

scf /outv util^out/ assume subsys $zzkrn; info 

SCF - T9082H01 - (16JUL10) (30MAR10) - 12/26/2013 22:34:20 System \VEGAS 

(C) 1986 Tandem (C) 2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P. 

 

NONSTOP KERNEL - Info SUBSYS \VEGAS.$ZZKRN 

 

Current Settings 

 

*DAYLIGHT_SAVING_TIME ................ USA66 

*NONRESIDENT_TEMPLATES................ $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.TEMPLATE 

*POWERFAIL_DELAY_TIME................. 1800 

*RESIDENT_TEMPLATES................... $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.RTMPLATE 

 SUPER_SUPER_IS_UNDENIABLE............ OFF 

*SYSTEM_NAME.......................... \VEGAS 

*SYSTEM_NUMBER........................ 250 

 SYSTEM_PROCESSOR_TYPE ............... NSE-Q 

*TIME_ZONE_OFFSET..................... -08:00 

*TNSMISALIGN.......................... FAIL 

*DESTINATION_CONTROL_TABLE............ SMALL 

*TLE_LIMIT............................ 20000 

*AUTO_RETRY_ON_ERROR_654.............. OFF 

Pending Changes will take effect at next Manual or Hard 

reset of processors. 

 

None 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

LICENSE VALID 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Checking status of TCPIP port (7639)... 

scf /name $X5F7, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 
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Checking defines... 

Checking SAVED defaults 

Clean out the $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOBJ file... 

Rename $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOBJ, $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOB5 

Fup Create $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOBJ, like $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOB5, no altcreate 

CREATED - $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOBJ 

Purge $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOB6 

Clean out the $DATA01.OVAAZ.DYMAPOB0 file... 

Data Purged.  

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_COLLECTOR     , CLASS MAP, FILE $COLL1 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_TEMPLATES     , CLASS MAP, FILE $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTMPL 

ADD DEFINE  =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME , CLASS MAP, FILE $ZTC0 

Starting OVNM processes. (Monitoring is ACTIVE) 

Checking status of TCPIP port (7637)... 

scf /name $X5FG, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Checking defines... 

Checking SAVED defaults 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_COLLECTOR     , CLASS MAP, FILE $COLL1 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_TEMPLATES     , CLASS MAP, FILE $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTMPL 

ADD DEFINE  =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME , CLASS MAP, FILE $ZTC0 

Starting EMON processes. 

***** Waiting for the start up of $VOGTL **** 

Edit /name $X5FM, inv edit^cmds, outv edit^response/ 

-------------------------- 

OVNM  STATUS UTILITY 

-------------------------- 

 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:35:21 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7639 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

MailGateway                              Tandem/Guardian 

Mail Server IP Address                   192.168.10.65 

Local IP address                         192.168.10.65 

EMail Port number                        100 

EMail Sender ID                          super.ovnm@hpe.com 

MailServiceActive                        YES 

Main Process Name                        $VOOCC  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ACC 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODAL  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA2  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA3  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 
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            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOELK  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ELINK 

Master Monitor Process Name              $VOMON  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMMST 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM00  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMCOM 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM01  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMCOM 

List Process Name                        $VOLST  $DATA01.OVAAZ.LSTCOM 

Guardian Mail Service Process Name       $VOMLS 

Expand Gateway Process Name              $VOEXP 

Pathway Gateway Process Name             $VOPWY 

Snax Gateway Process Name                $VOSX1 

X25 Gateway Process Name                 $VOX25 

CPU Gateway Process Name                 $VOCPU 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTA  $SYSTEM.SYS02.TACL 

Base24 Gateway Process Name              $VOB24 

MAP Gateway Process Name                 $VOMGY  $DATA01.OVAAZ.OBJMAP 

MQ Series Process Name                   $VOMQL 

MQ Series Processes Names                $aaQnn  Not being used (Multiple Envs). 

Event Correlation Process Name           $VOECL  $DATA01.OVAAZ.AOECL 

run $DATA01.OVAAZ.b24pass /name $X5FP, outv b24^ncp/ -listproc 

 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

 

scf /name $X5FR, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7639) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.           OK 

OVNM Main process ($VOOCC) is up and running.              OK 

Distributor process ($VODAL) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODA2) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODA3) is up and running.            OK 

Elink process ($VOELK) is up and running.                  OK 

OVNM Monitor process ($VOMON) is up and running.           OK 

   Server Monitor ($VOM00) is up and running.              OK 

   Server Monitor ($VOM01) is up and running.              OK 

OVNM Configuration process ($VOLST) is up and running.     OK 

OVNM Email Process ($VOMLS) is up only when 

     sending emails. 

User Gateway process is not currently running. 

This is only needed when processing User-written rules. 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($VOGTA) is up and running.      OK 

ObjectMap Gateway process ($VOMGY) is up and running.      OK 

MQ Series monitoring is not configured. 

MQ Series objects are NOT being monitored. 

 

Event Correlation process ($VOECL) is up and running.      OK 

 

------------------------ 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 

------------------------ 
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Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:35:27 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7637 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Msgs to OVO                              Only OVNM generated Events 

Main Process Name                        $VOEMN  $DATA01.OVAAZ.EMON 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODOV  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO2  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO3  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOOLK  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ELINK 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTL  $SYSTEM.SYS02.TACL 

 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

 

scf /name $X5FW, out ZXOUTSCF, term $VHS/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7637) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.           OK 

OVNM Main process ($VOEMN) is up and running.              OK 

Distributor process ($VODOV) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODO2) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODO3) is up and running.            OK 

Elink process ($VOOLK) is up and running.                  OK 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($VOGTL) is up and running.      OK 
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To start only the adapter (Enterprise Management/Console) component manually, run the run strtovnm adapter 
command. 

Sample Execution 

Running MAKETMPL to check the status of the EMS template files. 

Run MAKETMPL 

Using default template files... 

Interrogating SCF to get current NRES file... 

scf /outv util^out/ assume subsys $zzkrn; info 

SCF - T9082H01 - (16JUL10) (30MAR10) - 12/26/2013 22:44:13 System \VEGAS 

(C) 1986 Tandem (C) 2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P. 

 

NONSTOP KERNEL - Info SUBSYS \VEGAS.$ZZKRN 

 

Current Settings 

 

*DAYLIGHT_SAVING_TIME ................ USA66 

*NONRESIDENT_TEMPLATES................ $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.TEMPLATE 

*POWERFAIL_DELAY_TIME................. 1800 

*RESIDENT_TEMPLATES................... $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.RTMPLATE 

 SUPER_SUPER_IS_UNDENIABLE............ OFF 

*SYSTEM_NAME.......................... \VEGAS 

*SYSTEM_NUMBER........................ 250 

 SYSTEM_PROCESSOR_TYPE ............... NSE-Q 

*TIME_ZONE_OFFSET..................... -08:00 

*TNSMISALIGN.......................... FAIL 

*DESTINATION_CONTROL_TABLE............ SMALL 

*TLE_LIMIT............................ 20000 

*AUTO_RETRY_ON_ERROR_654.............. OFF 

 

 

Pending Changes will take effect at next Manual or Hard 

reset of processors. 

 

None 

 

 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Adapter. 

LICENSE VALID 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Checking status of TCPIP port (7637)... 
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scf /name $X5HA, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Checking defines... 

Checking SAVED defaults 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_COLLECTOR     , CLASS MAP, FILE $COLL1 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_TEMPLATES     , CLASS MAP, FILE $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTMPL 

ADD DEFINE  =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME , CLASS MAP, FILE $ZTC0 

Starting EMON processes. 

Edit /name $X5HD, inv edit^cmds, outv edit^response/ 

-------------------------- 

OVNM  STATUS UTILITY 

-------------------------- 

 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:44:36 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7639 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

MailGateway                              Tandem/Guardian 

Mail Server IP Address                   111.111.111.111  

Local IP address                         111.111.111.111 

EMail Port number                        100 

EMail Sender ID                          super.ovnm@hpe.com 

MailServiceActive                        YES 

Main Process Name                        $VOOCC 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODAL 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA2 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA3 

            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOELK 

Master Monitor Process Name              $VOMON 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM00 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM01 

List Process Name                        $VOLST 

Guardian Mail Service Process Name       $VOMLS 

Expand Gateway Process Name              $VOEXP 

Pathway Gateway Process Name             $VOPWY 

Snax Gateway Process Name                $VOSX1 

X25 Gateway Process Name                 $VOX25 

CPU Gateway Process Name                 $VOCPU 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTA 

Base24 Gateway Process Name              $VOB24 
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MAP Gateway Process Name                 $VOMGY 

MQ Series Process Name                   $VOMQL 

MQ Series Processes Names                $aaQnn  Not being used (Multiple Envs). 

Event Correlation Process Name           $VOECL 

run $DATA01.OVAAZ.b24pass /name $X5HF, outv b24^ncp/ -listproc 

 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

 

scf /name $X5HH, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7639) in $ZTC0 is NOT LISTENING. 

The OCC client is not available. 

The main OVNM process ($VOOCC) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $0 

Distributor process ($VODAL) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $ZLOG 

Distributor process ($VODA2) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $COLL1 

Distributor process ($VODA3) is NOT running. 

 

Communication between Backend and Computers is >> broken <<. 

Elink process ($VOELK) is NOT running. 

 

OVNM Monitoring function is >> broken <<. 

OVNM Monitor process ($VOMON) is NOT running. 

 

Some monitoring capabilities are >> broken <<. 

   Server Monitor ($VOM00) is NOT running. 

 

Some monitoring capabilities are >> broken <<. 

   Server Monitor ($VOM01) is NOT running. 

 

OVNM Configuration and AutoMaintenance is >> broken <<. 

OVNM Configuration process ($VOLST) is NOT running. 

 

OVNM Email Process ($VOMLS) is up only when sending emails. 

User Gateway process is not currently running. 

This is only needed when processing User-written rules. 

ObjectMap maintenance is >> broken <<. 

ObjectMap Gateway process ($VOMGY) is NOT running. 

 

MQ Series monitoring is not configured. 

MQ Series objects are NOT being monitored. 
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Event Correlation is >> broken <<. 

Event Correlation Gateway process ($VOECL) is NOT running. 

 

 

------------------------ 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 

------------------------ 

 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:44:47 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7637 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Msgs to OVO                              Only OVNM generated Events 

Main Process Name                        $VOEMN  $DATA01.OVAAZ.EMON 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODOV  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO2  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO3  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOOLK  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ELINK 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTL  $SYSTEM.SYS02.TACL 

 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

 

scf /name $X5HN, out ZXOUTSCF, term $VHS/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7637) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.           OK 

OVNM Main process ($VOEMN) is up and running.              OK 

Distributor process ($VODOV) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODO2) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODO3) is up and running.            OK 

Elink process ($VOOLK) is up and running.                  OK 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($VOGTL) is up and running.      OK 

 

Use the following command to start only the client (Monitoring/$OVOCC) component manually: 

run strtovnm client 

Running MAKETMPL to check the status of the EMS template files. 

Run MAKETMPL 

Using default template files... 

Interrogating SCF to get current NRES file... 

scf /outv util^out/ assume subsys $zzkrn; info 

SCF - T9082H01 - (16JUL10) (30MAR10) - 12/26/2013 22:45:33 System \VEGAS 
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(C) 1986 Tandem (C) 2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P. 

 

NONSTOP KERNEL - Info SUBSYS \VEGAS.$ZZKRN 

 

Current Settings 

 

*DAYLIGHT_SAVING_TIME ................ USA66 

*NONRESIDENT_TEMPLATES................ $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.TEMPLATE 

*POWERFAIL_DELAY_TIME................. 1800 

*RESIDENT_TEMPLATES................... $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.RTMPLATE 

 SUPER_SUPER_IS_UNDENIABLE............ OFF 

*SYSTEM_NAME.......................... \VEGAS 

*SYSTEM_NUMBER........................ 250 

 SYSTEM_PROCESSOR_TYPE ............... NSE-Q 

*TIME_ZONE_OFFSET..................... -08:00 

*TNSMISALIGN.......................... FAIL 

*DESTINATION_CONTROL_TABLE............ SMALL 

*TLE_LIMIT............................ 20000 

*AUTO_RETRY_ON_ERROR_654.............. OFF 

 

 

Pending Changes will take effect at next Manual or Hard 

reset of processors. 

 

None 

 

 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

LICENSE VALID 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Checking status of TCPIP port (7639)... 

scf /name $X5HZ, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Checking defines... 

Checking SAVED defaults 

Clean out the $DATA01.OVAAZ.INPUTSAF file... 

Data Purged.  

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_COLLECTOR     , CLASS MAP, FILE $COLL1 

ADD DEFINE  =_EMS_TEMPLATES     , CLASS MAP, FILE $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTMPL 

ADD DEFINE  =TCPIP^PROCESS^NAME , CLASS MAP, FILE $ZTC0 

Starting OVNM processes. (Monitoring is ACTIVE) 

... waiting for startup ... 
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Edit /name $X5J4, inv edit^cmds, outv edit^response/ 

-------------------------- 

OVNM  STATUS UTILITY 

-------------------------- 

 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:46:24 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7639 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

MailGateway                              Tandem/Guardian 

Mail Server IP Address                   192.168.10.65 

Local IP address                         192.168.10.65 

EMail Port number                        100 

EMail Sender ID                          super.ovnm@hpe.com 

MailServiceActive                        YES 

Main Process Name                        $VOOCC  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ACC 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODAL  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA2  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODA3  $SYSTEM.SYS02.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOELK  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ELINK 

Master Monitor Process Name              $VOMON  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMMST 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM00  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMCOM 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $VOM01  $DATA01.OVAAZ.ORMCOM 

List Process Name                        $VOLST  $DATA01.OVAAZ.LSTCOM 

Guardian Mail Service Process Name       $VOMLS 

Expand Gateway Process Name              $VOEXP 

Pathway Gateway Process Name             $VOPWY 

Snax Gateway Process Name                $VOSX1 

X25 Gateway Process Name                 $VOX25 

CPU Gateway Process Name                 $VOCPU 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTA  $SYSTEM.SYS02.TACL 

Base24 Gateway Process Name              $VOB24 

MAP Gateway Process Name                 $VOMGY  $DATA01.OVAAZ.OBJMAP 

MQ Series Process Name                   $VOMQL 

MQ Series Processes Names                $aaQnn  Not being used (Multiple Envs). 

Event Correlation Process Name           $VOECL  $DATA01.OVAAZ.AOECL 

run $DATA01.OVAAZ.b24pass /name $X5J5, outv b24^ncp/ -listproc 

 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 
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scf /name $X5J7, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7639) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.           OK 

OVNM Main process ($VOOCC) is up and running.              OK 

Distributor process ($VODAL) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODA2) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($VODA3) is up and running.            OK 

Elink process ($VOELK) is up and running.                  OK 

OVNM Monitor process ($VOMON) is up and running.           OK 

   Server Monitor ($VOM00) is up and running.              OK 

   Server Monitor ($VOM01) is up and running.              OK 

OVNM Configuration process ($VOLST) is up and running.     OK 

OVNM Email Process ($VOMLS) is up only when 

     sending emails. 

User Gateway process is not currently running. 

This is only needed when processing User-written rules. 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($VOGTA) is up and running.      OK 

ObjectMap Gateway process ($VOMGY) is up and running.      OK 

MQ Series monitoring is not configured. 

MQ Series objects are NOT being monitored. 

 

Event Correlation process ($VOECL) is up and running.      OK 

 

------------------------ 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 

------------------------ 

 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA01.OVAAZ. 

Report generated: December 26, 2013 22:46:28 

 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7637 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Msgs to OVO                              Only OVNM generated Events 

Main Process Name                        $VOEMN 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODOV 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO2 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.ZTSMFLTR 

Distributor Process Name                 $VODO3 

            Collector(s)                 $COLL1 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA01.OVAAZ.PASSALL 

Elink Process Name                       $VOOLK 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $VOGTL 
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------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

 

scf /name $X5JB, out ZXOUTSCF, term $VHS/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

Your IP port (7637) in $ZTC0 is NOT LISTENING. 

OVNM Processing is basically down. 

The main process ($VOEMN) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $0 

Distributor process ($VODOV) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $ZLOG 

Distributor process ($VODO2) is NOT running. 

 

EMS message consumption is >> broken << for: 

         $COLL1 

Distributor process ($VODO3) is NOT running. 

 

Communication between Backend and Computers is >> broken <<. 

Elink process ($VOOLK) is NOT running. 

Manually Testing Communication 

• To test the communication between HPE NonStop Server and Operations Manager Management Server 
manually, switch to the subvolume where OVNM has been installed and execute the following command.  
Run genems ssid OVNM, event 999, coll $0, msg OVNM communication test was successful 

• Check for the display of this message on the Operations Manager Management Server to test the connection 
between the HPE NonStop Server and the Operations Manager Management Server. 

Manually Stopping OVNM on a HPE NonStop Server 

To stop all the OVNM agents on the HPE NonStop Servers, use the Stop Agent button in the Host Management 
Client window.  

• To stop various OVNM agents manually, switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM has been installed and 
execute the following command. 
run stopovnm 

• Use the following command to stop only the adapter (Enterprise Management/Console) component manually: 
run stopovnm adapter 

• Use the following command to stop only the client (Monitoring/$OVOCC) component manually: 
run stopovnm client 

Manually Stopping OVNM on Operations Manager Management Console in Windows 

To stop OVNM SPI Agent manually, use the following command at the command prompt:  

net stop OVNM_SPI 
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Messages displayed if License Key is Expired/Invalid/About to Expire 

• If OVNM license is going to expire within 60 days then Licensed expire date with Day, Month & Year is 
displayed. 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

*** LICENSE EXPIRES ON Dec30,2013 *** 

Send an email to license.manager@hp.com to request a new key. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

• If OVNM license is expired, the following message is displayed. 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

LICENSE EXPIRED ON Dec5,2013 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Quitting. 

• If OVNM license key is valid, the following message is displayed. 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 

$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

LICENSE VALID 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Checking status of TCPIP port (7639)... 

scf /name $Y46K, out ZXOUTSCF/ assume process $ZTC0; status 

• If OVNM license key is invalid, the following message is displayed. 

Total Errors = 0    Total Warnings = 0 

Processing data in $DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMTDAT. 

$DATA01.OVAAZ.OVNMNIN file has not changed since March 6, 2006 13:07:48 
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$SYSTEM.SYS02.TEMPLATE file has not changed since April 10, 2011 6:50:36 

Existing OVNM EMS Template file is current.  No need to rebuild. 

 

Read access to the OVNMTMPL file has been confirmed. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verifying License Key Client. 

***** LICENSE INVALID **** 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Quitting. 
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Appendix B: Sample InstInfo File 
Following is a sample OVNM sample InstInfo file. 

Product: OVNM 

WorkSubvol: $SYSTEM.ZOVNM 

Install_Subvolume: $SYSTEM.OVNM 

TCPIP_process_name: $ZTC0 

Home_terminal: $VHS 

Process_prefix: OV 

OCC_Port: 5020 

OVNM_Port: 5030 

License_key: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Guardian_user: SUPER.OVNM 

Preconfig: YES 

Only_OVNM_Events: YES 

NNM: NO 

Highpin: ON 

DSMSCM: OFF 

ICE_Option: NO 

FileSys: NO 

Base24_Option: NO 

AliveMsgInt: 0 

FirstTaclPrompt: 1 

MainPriority: 160 

PrimaryCpu: 0 

BackupCpu: 1 

LogToCollector: $0 

NSDB_Location:  

STAT_Subvolume:  

MQMACHINIFILE: 

event_msg_format:  ENGLISH 

fault_tolerant_elink:  YES 

EMON_DIST01_Collector: $0 

EMON_DIST01_Filter: $SYSTEM.OVNM.PASSALL 

EMON_DIST01_CPU: 0 

EMON_DIST01_Priority: 150 

EMON_DIST01_Name: SDIST01 

EMON_DIST01_ProcessName: DOV 

EMON_DIST02_Collector: $ZLOG 

EMON_DIST02_Filter: $SYSTEM.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 

EMON_DIST02_CPU: 0 

EMON_DIST02_Priority: 150 

EMON_DIST02_Name: SDIST02 

EMON_DIST02_ProcessName: DO2 

OCC_DIST01_Collector: $0 

OCC_DIST01_Filter: $SYSTEM.OVNM.PASSALL 

OCC_DIST01_CPU: 0 

OCC_DIST01_Priority: 150 
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OCC_DIST01_Name: SDIST01 

OCC_DIST01_ProcessName: DAL 

OCC_DIST02_Collector: $ZLOG 

OCC_DIST02_Filter: $SYSTEM.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 

OCC_DIST02_CPU: 0 

OCC_DIST02_Priority: 150 

OCC_DIST02_Name: SDIST02 

OCC_DIST02_ProcessName: DA2 

Mail_Option: No 

Email_Trace: Error 

Email_LogSent: No 

Email_LogFail: No 

Email_LogGiveUp: No 

Email_QreadIntervalSec: 30 

Email_RetryIntervalSec: 300 

Email_GiveUpMin: 120 

Sender_ID:  

Email_Port: 25 

Tandem_Email_Ip: 

Email_Server_Ip:  

Use_Default_Templates: YES 

MQCONFIG_01:  

MQMACHINIFILE_01:  

MQOBEYFILE_01:  

MQCPU_01:  

MQPRI_01:  

MQCONFIG_02:  

MQMACHINIFILE_02:  

MQOBEYFILE_02:  

MQCPU_02:  

MQPRI_02:  

MQCONFIG_03:  

MQMACHINIFILE_03:  

MQOBEYFILE_03:  

MQCPU_03:  

MQPRI_03:  

Secondary_Logon:  

SecondaryTaclPrompt: 1 

b24options: 0 

closetdf: NO 

b24linelstobj: NO 

b24linklstobj: NO 

b24processlstobj: NO 

b24stationlstobj: NO 

b24systemlstobj: NO 

InstallationDate: AUGUST 2, 2011  2:19:59 

LastModifiedTime: AUGUST 2, 2011  2:19:59 
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The following table lists and explains the various fields available in the Instinfo file. 

Table 2. INSTINFO Parameters 

Parameter Description Default Value 

Product Specify the name of the product as OVNM  

WorkSubvol Specify the name of the work subvolume. 
This field is created when a node is added 
using the Add to Computer field in the Host 
Installation Client 

 

Install_Subvolume The subvolume where OVNM is to be 
installed 

 

TCPIP_process_name The name of the TCPIP process  

Home_terminal A physical hometerm or a process that can 
become the home terminal for OVNM. This 
process should be continuously available. 

The default value is $VHS 

Process_prefix A two-character prefix that will be used as 
the first two characters for all the OVNM 
processes, making them unique. The first 
character must be a letter, and both 
characters must be alphanumeric. 

 

OCC_port TCP/IP port for OCC. It should be a valid and 
unused port number on the system. The 
number should be between 1025 and 10000.  

The default value is 5020. 

OVNM_port TCP/IP port for OVNM, which is used to 
communicate with Operations Manager. It 
should be a valid and unused port number 
on the system. The number should be 
between 1025 and 10000. 

The default value is 5030. 

License_key The license key provided by HPE.  

Guardian_user The user ID of the OVNM user  

Preconfig For selecting the pre-configured thresholds. 
Can have a value of Yes or No. If the value 
Yes is specified, then OVNM will be installed 
with default policies. 

 

Only_OVNM_Events For specifying that only OVNM events are to 
be sent to Operations Manager/Console. Can 
have a value of Yes or No. 

 

NNM To specify if NNM is also installed. Can have 
a value of Yes or No. Yes specifies that NNM 
is installed on the computer. If NNM is not 
installed, the value is specified as No. 

 

Highpin To run the gateway process in Highpin. Can 
have a value of ON or OFF. 

 

ICE_Option To enable the monitoring of the ICE 
subsystem. Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

FileSys To generate alerts if a file does not exists or 
when a threshold is violated. Can have a 
value of Yes or No. 

 

Base24_Option To enable the monitoring of the BASE24 
objects. Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

AliveMsgInt The time interval after which Host 
components send an Alive message to the 
front-end.  

By default the value is 0. 

MainPriority The priority of the main OVNM process.  The default value is 160. 

PrimaryCpu Primary CPU of the main OVNM process.  The default is 0. 
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Parameter Description Default Value 

BackupCpu CPU of the main OVNM process.  The default is 1. 

LogToCollector The collector where all the application 
events will be logged.  

Default is $0. 

STAT_Subvolume Location of the STAT subvolume  

MQCONFIG_xx This is just a descriptive name for the MQ 
environment.  The xx will have values from 
01 to 20 to support up to 20 MQ 
environments 

 

MQMACHINIFILE_xx Location of the MQ Series Mach Ini file. Use 
OSS name for MQ 5.3.  Use Guardian file 
name for versions of MQ prior to 5.3. 

 

MQOBEYFILE_xx This is the name of the Obey file which will 
be used to load the specific MQ Params for 
each unique MQ environment 

 

MQCPU_xx The cpu to be used to run the MQSVR 
gateway. 

 

MQPRI_xx The priority to be used for the MQSVR 
gateway process 

 

Event_msg_format The language to be used for NonStop 
message. The options available are English 
(default) and Japanese (SJIS). 

 

Fault_tolerant_elink To enable or disable the fault tolerant 
feature for guaranteed delivery of NonStop 
events for both single and dual Operations 
Manager Management Server 
configurations. Can have a value of Yes or 
No. 

 

EMON_DIST01_Collector The first default event source (collector) for 
OVNM filter. 

The default is $0. 

EMON_DIST01_Filter The name of the OVNM filter file being used 
for filter - <volume>.<subvolume>.<filter file>. 
You can define maximum three filters. 

The default is PASSALL filter. 

EMON_DIST01_CPU The CPU on which the distributor process 
will run.  

The default value is same as specified 
in PrimaryCpu. 

EMON_DIST01_Priority The priority of the distributor process.  By default the value is 10 less than 
the priority specified in MainPtiority. 

EMON_DIST01_Name Name of the distributor Name of the distributor process. 

EMON_DIST01_ProcessName   

EMON_DIST02_Collector The second default event source (collector) 
for filter.  

The default is $ZLOG. 

EMON_DIST02_Filter The name of the filter file being used for 
filter - <volume>.<subvolume>.<filter file>. 
You can define maximum three filters.  

The default is ZTSMFLTR filter. 

EMON_DIST02_CPU The CPU on which the distributor process 
will run.  

The default value is same as specified 
in PrimaryCpu. 

EMON_DIST02_Priority The priority of the distributor process.  By default the value is 10 less than 
the priority specified in MainPriority. 

EMON_DIST02_Name Name of the distributor.  

EMON_DIST02_ProcessName Name of the distributor process  

OCC_DIST01_Collector The default event source (collector) for OCC 
filter.  

The default is $0 
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Parameter Description Default Value 

OCC_DIST01_Filter The name of the OCC filter file being used 
for filter - <volume>.<subvolume>.<filter file>. 
You can define maximum three filters.  

The default is ZTFLTRO filter 

OCC_DIST01_CPU CPU on which the distributor (DIST01) 
process will run. 

 

OCC_DIST01_Priority The priority of the distributor process  

OCC_DIST01_Name Name of the distributor  

OCC_DIST01_ProcessName Name of the distributor process  

OCC_DIST02_Collector Name of the collector process.  

OCC_DIST02_Filter The name of the OCC filter file being used 
for filter - <volume>.<subvolume>.<filter file> 
for DIST02. You can define maximum three 
filters.  

The default is $ZLOG filter. 

OCC_DIST02_CPU CPU on which the distributor (DIST02) 
process will run 

 

OCC_DIST02_Priority The priority of the distributor (DIST02) 
process. 

 

OCC_DIST02_Name Name of the distributor (DIST02).  

OCC_DIST02_ProcessName Name of the distributor (DIST02) process.  

Mail_Option To enable or disable e-mail feature. Can 
have a value of Yes or No. 

 

Email_Trace To configure tracing. Options available are 
Error, None and Progress. Error is the 
default value 

 

Email_QreadIntervalSec How often the host application is to pick up 
queued mails. Specify a value between 1 – 
36000 seconds.  

The default value is 30 seconds. 

Email_RetryIntervalSec The duration in seconds after which the host 
application will retry for failed mails. Specify 
a value between 1 – 36000 seconds.  

The default value is 300 seconds. 

Email_GiveUpMin The duration after which the host 
application will stop trying to send the 
e-mail and delete it from the queue.  

The default value is 120 minutes and 
you can specify a value in the range 
1-600. 

Sender_ID The sender e-mail ID. Sender ID is the ID you 
want associated as the sender of the emails 
generated by OVNM 

 

Email_Port The port used by the e-mail server.  The default value is 25. 

Tandem_Email_Ip The IP address of the NonStop server.  

Email_Server_Ip The IP address of the mail server.  

Use_Default_Templates Specify to use standard or custom EMS 
template. Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

b24options Check for the availability of BASE24 plug-in. 
Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

closetdf OVNM will open the TDF file to read the 
process thresholds anytime or only when 
necessary, that is, when the polling interval 
expires. Can have a value of Yes or No. 
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Parameter Description Default Value 

b24linelstobj Select BASE24 LINE objects to be monitored 
via the ListObjects command. Can have a 
value of Yes or No. 

 

b24linklstobj Select BASE24 LINK objects to be monitored 
via the ListObjects command. Can have a 
value of Yes or No. 

 

b24processlstobj Select BASE24 PROCESS objects to be 
monitored via the ListObjects command. 
Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

b24stationlstobj Select BASE24 STATION objects to be 
monitored via the ListObjects command. 
Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

b24systemlstobj Select BASE24 SYSTEM objects to be 
monitored via the ListObjects command. 
Can have a value of Yes or No. 

 

InstallationDate OVNM installation date and time.  
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Appendix C: OVNM Utilities 
OVNM provides various utilities, which can be used either through the Host Management Client, or manually by 
using the TACL macros. The information in this chapter explains the various utilities and how to use them manually. 

For details on how to run the OVNM utilities through a GUI, refer to the Host Management Client topic. 

INFOOVNM 
The INFOOVNM TACL utility will gather the following information for OVNM. 

• License Key 

• TCP/IP process Name 

• TCP/IP Port Number 

• Various Process Names 

• Filters 

• Collectors 

This TACL utility will gather the following information for OCC. 

• License Key 

• Maximum Clients 

• TCP/IP Process Name 

• TCP/IP Port Number 

• Maximum Service Providers 

• Various Process Names 

• Filters 

• Collectors 
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To run the utility on the HPE NonStop Server, you need to switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM is 
installed. To use the utility, use the following command at the prompt: 

Run INFOOVNM 

Running the utility generated the following output: 
$DATA05 OVNM 11> run infoovnm 

-------------------------- 

OVNM  STATUS UTILITY 

-------------------------- 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA05.OVNM. 

Report generated: September 29, 2009 14:16:33 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7370 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Main Process Name                        $OVOCC  $DATA05.OVNM.ACC 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDAL  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM. PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDA2  $SYSTEM.SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 

Elink Process Name                       $OVELK  $DATA05.OVNM.ELINK 

Master Monitor Process Name              $OVMON  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMMST 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $OVM00  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMCOM 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $OVM01  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMCOM 

List Process Name                        $OVLST  $DATA05.OVNM.LSTCOM 

Guardian Mail Service Process Name       $OVMLS 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $OVGTA 

MQ Series Process Name                   $OVMQL  Not being used. 

Event Correlation Process Name           $OVECL  $DATA05.OVNM.AOECL 

------------------------ 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 

------------------------ 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA05.OVNM. 

Report generated: September 29, 2009 14:16:35 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7350 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Msgs to OVO                              Only OVNM generated Events 

Main Process Name                        $OVEMN  $DATA05.OVNM.EMON 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDOV  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDO2  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 
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Elink Process Name                       $OVOLK  $DATA05.OVNM.ELINK 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $OVGTL  $SYSTEM.SYS10.TACL 
 

CLCTOVNM 
CLCTOVNM is used to create specific information about the customer's environment, including their database. 

To run the utility on the HPE NonStop Server, you need to switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM is 
installed. To use the utility, use the following command at the prompt: 

Run CLCTOVNM 

$DATA05 OVNM 12> run clctovnm 

Purge $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO 

Have you been asked to capture the OVNM Database? 

y 

Looking for PAK... 

Collecting OVNM configuration information... 

This will take a few minutes.... 

scf /out \.$DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO/ assume process $ZTC0 ; status,detail 

scf /out \.$DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO/ assume process $ZTC0 ; listopens,detail 

System information collected. Now executing PAK. 

This could take several minutes. 

PAK / outv pak^out / $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTPAK, (OCCque, OCCquow, & 

chabi, confhst, eevents, eventlog, evntrule, location, maildata, & 

objhst,ormconf,ormobj, pagedata,devices), listall, open 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please email $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO (ASCII/TXT) and 

             $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTPAK (BINARY) to the person that requested this. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

HPE NonStop OVNM Collect Complete. 
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If you do not want to capture the database while running CLCTOVNM then you get the following output. 
$DATAO5 OVNM 19> run clctovnm 

Purge $DATAO5.OVNM.CLCTINFO 

Have you been asked to capture the OVNM Database? 

n 

Collecting OVNM configuration information... 

This will take a few minutes.... 

scf /out $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO/ assume process $ZTC0 ; status,detail 

scf /out $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO/ assume process $ZTC0 ; listopens,detail 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please email $DATA05.OVNM.CLCTINFO (ASCII/TXT) 

to the person that requested this. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

HPE NonStop OVNM Collect Complete. 
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STATOVNM 
The STATOVNM TACL utility will show the status of the various OVNM components on the HPE NonStop Server. 

To run the utility on the HPE NonStop Server, you need to switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM is 
installed. To use the utility, use the following command at the prompt: 

Run STATOVNM 

$DATA05 OVNM 14> run statovnm 

-------------------------- 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 

-------------------------- 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA05.OVNM. 

Report generated: October 1, 2009 13:16:52 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7370 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Main Process Name                        $OVOCC  $DATA05.OVNM.ACC 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDAL  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM. PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDA2  $SYSTEM.SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 

Elink Process Name                       $OVELK  $DATA05.OVNM.ELINK 

Master Monitor Process Name              $OVMON  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMMST 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $OVM00  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMCOM 

   Server Monitor Process Name           $OVM01  $DATA05.OVNM.ORMCOM 

List Process Name                        $OVLST  $DATA05.OVNM.LSTCOM 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $OVGTA 

MQ Series Process Name                   $OVMQL  Not being used. 

Event Correlation Process Name           $OVECL  $DATA05.OVNM.AOECL 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

Your IP port (7370) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.         OK 

OVNM Main process ($OVOCC) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($OVDAL) is up and running.          OK 

Distributor process ($OVDA2) is up and running.          OK 

Elink process ($OVELK) is up and running.                OK 

OVNM Monitor process ($OVMON) is up and running.         OK 

   Server Monitor ($OVM00) is up and running.            OK 

   Server Monitor ($OVM01) is up and running.            OK 

OVNM Configuration process ($OVLST) is up and running.   OK 

Email is not configured. 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($OVGTA) is up and running.    OK 

MQ Series monitoring is not configured. 

MQ Series was not activated by customer.                 OK 

Event Correlation process ($OVECL) is up and running.    OK 

------------------------ 

OVNM STATUS UTILITY 
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------------------------ 

Data extracted from configuration in $DATA05.OVNM. 

Report generated: October 1, 2009 13:16:58 

License Key                              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

MaxClients                               50 

TCP IP process                           $ZTC0 

TCP IP port                              7350 

MaxServiceProviders                      64 

Msgs to OVO                              Only OVNM generated Events 

Main Process Name                        $OVEMN  $DATA05.OVNM.EMON 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDOV  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $0 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.PASSALL 

Distributor Process Name                 $OVDO2  $SYSTEM. SYS10.EMSDIST 

            Collector(s)                 $ZLOG 

            Filter(s)                    $DATA05.OVNM.ZTSMFLTR 

Elink Process Name                       $OVOLK  $DATA05.OVNM.ELINK 

Tacl Gateway Process Name                $OVGTL  $SYSTEM.SYS10.TACL 

------------------- S T A T U S ------------------------------- 

Your IP port (7350) in $ZTC0 appears to be fine.         OK 

OVNM Main process ($OVEMN) is up and running.            OK 

Distributor process ($OVDOV) is up and running.          OK 

Distributor process ($OVDO2) is up and running.          OK 

Elink process ($OVOLK) is up and running.                OK 

OVNM TACL Gateway process ($OVGTL) is up and running.     OK 
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ALTROVNM 
The ALTROVNM utility allows clients to change certain attributes within the OVNM environment. 

To run the utility on the HPE NonStop Server, you need to switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM is 
installed. To use the utility, use the following command at the prompt: 

Run ALTROVNM 

$DATA05 OVNM 15> run altrovnm 

Getting current values... 

-------------------- 

OVNM ALTER UTILITY 

-------------------- 

1. Change the OVNM license key              : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

2. Change the Console License key           : null^value 

3. Change the TCP IP process name           : $ZTC0 

4. Change the OCC Port                      : 7370 

5. Change the OVNM Port                     : 7350 

6. Change the Home Terminal                 : $ITS 

7. Change the Process Prefix                : GA 

8. Change the FileSys Option                : NO 

9. Change the Page Active Flag              : No 

10. Change the Mail Active Flag              : NO 

11. Change the Mail Gateway                  : 

12. Change the Email Server IP address       : 

13. Change the Tandem Email IP address       : 

14. Change the Email Port Number             : 

15. Change the Email Sender ID               : 

16. Change the HighPin setting               : ON 

17. Change the AliveMsg Interval             : 0 Mins 

18. Change the Primary Priority              : 160 

19. Change the Primary CPU                   : 0 

20. Change the Backup CPU                    : 1 

21. Change the Application Collector         : $0 

22. Change the NSDB Location                 : $dummy.nsdb 

23. Change the STAT Subvolume                : $dummy.stat 

24. Change the Process eEvents Only          : NO 

25. Change the MQDefaultPrefix param         : 

26. Change the MQEMSEvents param             : 

27. Change the MQMachIniFile param           : 

28. Add/alter Base24 NCP processes. 

29. Change the Fault Tolerant Option         : YES 

30. NonStop Event Message Format             : ENGLISH 

Enter the number you wish to modify, 

EXIT or QUIT (to cancel this request), 

or OK to accept these settings : 7 

Enter the 2-character process prefix : OV 

-------------------- 

OVNM ALTER UTILITY 

-------------------- 

1. Change the OVNM license key              : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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2. Change the Console License key           : null^value 

3. Change the TCP IP process name           : $ZTC0 

4. Change the OCC Port                      : 7370 

5. Change the OVNM Port                     : 7350 

6. Change the Home Terminal                 : $ITS 

7. Change the Process Prefix                : OV 

8. Change the FileSys Option                : NO 

9. Change the Page Active Flag              : No 

10. Change the Mail Active Flag             : NO 

11. Change the Mail Gateway                 : 

12. Change the Email Server IP address      : 

13. Change the Tandem Email IP address      : 

14. Change the Email Port Number            : 

15. Change the Email Sender ID              : 

16. Change the HighPin setting              : ON 

17. Change the AliveMsg Interval            : 0 Mins 

18. Change the Primary Priority             : 160 

19. Change the Primary CPU                  : 0 

20. Change the Backup CPU                   : 1 

21. Change the Application Collector        : $0 

22. Change the NSDB Location                : $dummy.nsdb 

23. Change the STAT Subvolume               : $dummy.stat 

24. Change the Process eEvents Only         : NO 

25. Change the MQDefaultPrefix param        : 

26. Change the MQEMSEvents param            : 

27. Change the MQMachIniFile param          : 

28. Add/alter Base24 NCP processes. 

29. Change the Fault Tolerant Option        : YES 

30. NonStop Event Message Format            : ENGLISH 

Enter the number you wish to modify, 

EXIT or QUIT (to cancel this request), or OK to accept these settings : ok 

Comparing new values to old values... 

Change detected. OV_process_prefix: 

    was        SC 

    changed to OV 

*WARNING* - Unable to locate Mail_location. 

*WARNING* - Unable to locate Email_Server_IP. 

Purge $DATA05.OVNM.INSTINFO 

Creating new parameter files... 

Purge svocccnf 

Rename OCCCONF, svocccnf 

Purge svelkcna 

Rename ELKCONFA, svelkcna 

Purge svmoncnf 

Rename MONCONF, svmoncnf 

Purge svosscnf 

Rename OSSCONF, svosscnf 

Purge svmalcnf 

Rename MAILCONF, svmalcnf 
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Purge svovncnf 

Rename OVNMCONF, svovncnf 

Purge svelkcno 

Rename ELKCONFO, svelkcno 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You must run STOPOVNM and STRTOVNM for these changes to take effect. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Do you want to run STOPOVNM/STRTOVNM now or later? (N or L) l 

You will have to run STOPOVNM and STRTOVNM when it is convenient for you. 

HPE NonStop Server ALTER Complete.. 
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ZTPAKIT 
ZTPAKIT is a tool to PAK specific files and send to product support to troubleshoot a problem. This routine will 
locate the PAK object file and then execute the necessary PAK commands to create the PAK file. It will also display 
a message at the end telling them what file was created. If you already know how to use the PAK utility, there is no 
need to use this TACL routine. 
 

 IMPORTANT: 

This routine should be executed ONLY when directed by support. 

To run the utility on the HPE NonStop Server, you need to switch to the volume.subvolume where OVNM is 
installed. To use the utility, use the following command at the prompt: 

run ZTPAKIT <File List> 

Here, <File List> is the list of files that are to be included. Files names should be separated with commas. 
$DATA05 OVNM 19> run ztpakit <file1, file2> 

PAK /outv pak^out/ $DATA05.OVNM.PK012502, ( file1, file2 ), listall, open 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Please FTP (binary) the PAK file: 

         $DATA05.OVNM.PK012502 

and email it to the person who requested it. 

Thank you, 

Support. 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
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ZTMONCMD 
The ZTMONCMD utility is used to temporarily suspend monitoring for various subsystems.  
 

 NOTE:  

Currently only PATHWAY and BASE24 subsystems are supported. Additional subsystems may be supported in 
the future. 

 

This utility would be useful if there is a requirement to take down a PATHWAY or BASE24 application and you do 
not want OVNM to report any violations as you perform maintenance. Also, you might suspend PATHWAY 
monitoring to prevent the ORMCOM processes from opening a restarted PATHWAY environment before your 
Pathcom has had a chance to configure the Pathmon. 

The utility can be executed interactively or as a batch command. 

ZTMONCMD as a Batch Command 

To use ZTMONCMD in a batch job, enter the following command. 
RUN ZTMONCMD <option><subsystem><manager> 

Where, 

<option> is SUSPEND or ACTIVATE, 

<subsystem> is PATHWAY or BASE24, and 

<manager> is dependent on which subsystem was specified. 

Both subsystems support using ALL as the manager which would impact all objects in that particular subsystem. 
For the PATHWAY subsystem, you can specify the Pathmon process name(s) to be impacted. For BASE24, you can 
specify the SVNCP process name(s) to be impacted. You can use a space-separated list of process names to impact 
multiple environments in a single command. 

Examples: 

• The ZTMONCMD command with the following parameter prints the corresponding documentation. 
RUN ZTMONCMD HELP 

• The following command displays the interactive menu for various actions that can be performed. 
RUN ZTMONCMD 

• The ZTMONCMD command with the following parameters will turn off all monitoring for all PATHWAY 
thresholds. OVNM will close all of its opens of Pathmon processes until you ACTIVATE the thresholds using 
this utility again. 
RUN ZTMONCMD SUSPEND PATHWAY ALL 

• The ZTMONCMD command with the following parameters will re-activate the monitoring of the specified 
environments. At the next polling interval for each threshold, the corresponding Pathmon process will be 
re-opened and the monitoring of its objects will continue. 
RUN ZTMONCMD ACTIVATE PATHWAY $PMTST $PROD $TEST 

• The following example demonstrates how to use a single command line to suspend Pathway monitoring for a 
specific Pathmon process. This syntax would allow you to imbed the command in the job that you use to bring 
your environment down. 
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run ztmoncmd suspend pathway $pmtst 

Using: $OVMON 

Sending SUSPPWY $PMTST to $OVMON   

- - - 

This message is generated based on the above action: 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04:16 1OCT09 001,00,750 OVNM : MONITORING FOR MANAGER (PWY:$PMTST) SUSPENDED 

   DUE TO OPERATOR REQUEST, USER: 050,003, TERM: \NODE1.$ZTN1.#PTSMVZL.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ZTMONCMD as an Interactive Menu 

You can run the ZTMONCMD utility interactively using the RUN ZTMONCMD command. 

The options available are: 

• SUSPEND ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

• ACTIVATE ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

• SUSPEND PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

• ACTIVATE PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

• SUSPEND ALL BASE24 MONITORING 

• ACTIVATE ALL BASE24 MONITORING 

• Exit 

The sample provided below demonstrate how to turn monitoring for all pathway thresholds for all pathway 
applications can be suspended and resumed. 

33> run ztmoncmd 

Using: $OVMON 

1. SUSPEND ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

2. ACTIVATE ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

3. SUSPEND PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

4. ACTIVATE PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

5. SUSPEND ALL BASE24 MONITORING 

6. ACTIVATE ALL BASE24 MONITORING 

7. Exit 

Please Enter Number: 1 

Sending SUSPPWY ALL to $OVMON 

- - - 

This message is generated based on the above action: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04:10 15SEP09 001,00,750 OVNM : MONITORING FOR MANAGER (PWY:ALL) SUSPENDED DUE 

   TO OPERATOR REQUEST, USER: 050,003, TERM: \NODE1.$ZTN1.#PTSMVZL. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------ 

34> run ztmoncmd 

Using: $OVMON 

1. SUSPEND ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

2. ACTIVATE ALL PATHWAY MONITORING 

3. SUSPEND PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

4. ACTIVATE PATHWAY MONITORING for specific PATHMON 

5. SUSPEND ALL BASE24 MONITORING 
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6. ACTIVATE ALL BASE24 MONITORING 

7. Exit 

Please Enter Number: 2 

Sending STARTPWY ALL to $OVMON 

- - - 

This message is generated based on the above action: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04:11 15SEP09 001,00,750 OVNM : MONITORING FOR MANAGER (PWY:ALL) ACTIVATED DUE 

TO OPERATOR REQUEST, USER: 050,003, TERM: \NODE1.$ZTN1.#PTSMVZL. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CHECKPWY 
The CHECKPWY utility is executed during installs to investigate the MAXSPI values in the various PATHWAY 
systems. If it detects PATHWAY environments with a MAXSPI setting too low, it provides a warning stating the 
MAXSPI value should be increased. Increasing the value of MAXSPI requires the PATHWAY environment to be 
bounced, so these needs to be scheduled. This TACL routine can be executed at any time.  

To run the utility, specify the following command: 
RUN CHECKPWY 

The output is displayed on the terminal. The detailed information about the PATHWAY environments can be found 
in CHKPWYO.  

The value of MAXSPI is important, because once the number of processes that are opening PATHWAY exceeds that 
limit; no new processes are allowed to open the Pathmon. There are two objects that open Pathmon in the OVNM 
application: LSTCOM and ORMCOM. LSTCOM is used for object discovery. This is invoked when using the Object 
Configuration Client or BatConf or when Auto Maintenance is processed.  

Since LSTCOM assumes it will open Pathmon, perform the discovery and there is no need to reference the 
PATHWAY process any more, it opens Pathmon, does the discovery and then closes Pathmon. Once monitoring 
starts on a given Pathway object, the ORMCOM process assigned to that monitoring will keep the Pathway process 
open, rather than opening and closing each polling interval. When MAXSPI is set too low, it is possible that the first 
time you add a Pathway threshold, it works, but all subsequent threshold additions fail with “zero objects added”. 
This is because LSTCOM is able to open Pathway the first time, but by the time you attempt to add the second 
threshold, ORMCOM has opened Pathmon and there are no more SPI opens allowed. Consequently, LSTCOM is not 
able to re-open the Pathmon process. At this point, you can 

1. Bring PATHWAY down, increase MAXSPI and bring PATHWAY back up. 

2. Follow tasks listed below. 

a. Turn node monitoring off 

b. Bounce OVNM 

c. Add all your PATHWAY thresholds with INACTIVE monitoring 

d. Turn node monitoring on 

e. Update your PATHWAY thresholds to turn monitoring ACTIVE. 

LSTCOM is the only process that opens Pathmon, until you are all done adding your thresholds. Once you activate 
monitoring, then ORMCOM will grab the SPI open and use it ‘forever’. When you need to add new Pathway 
thresholds, you will once again have to follow the procedures listed above. 
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ZTCHGSCH 
The ZTCHGSCH (Change Schedule) Tacl routine is used to verify the updates to the SCHEDULE and HOLIDAY files 
and then send a command to the application to get the new values loaded. Failure to use this Tacl routine will cause 
the monitoring programs to use the old data. 

To run the utility, specify the following command: 
RUN ZTCHGSCH 

Edit Schedule; na; e  

TEXT EDITOR - T9601D20 - (01JUN93)  

CURRENT FILE IS $DATBT1.OVNM.SCHEDULE  

Edit Holiday ; na; e  

TEXT EDITOR - T9601D20 - (01JUN93)  

CURRENT FILE IS $DATBT1.OVNM.HOLIDAY  

Run Schdtst /outv out^vbl/ SCHEDULE HOLIDAY 1  

 

Schedule files are valid. 

Load command sent to $OVMON 
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ZTEVALSC 
This routine helps you to determine whether your SCHEDULE and HOLIDAY files set up correctly or not. 
The Tacl will prompt the user for the schedule ID and a specific Date/Time. There will always be default values for 
Date and Time to make it a little easier to enter the data. The Tacl routine will continue to loop until the user enters 
EXIT for the Schedule ID. After collecting the Schedule ID, Date and Time, the Tacl routine will run a utility to 
determine if monitoring would be ACTIVE or INACTIVE at that moment in time. 

The schedule id must be 6 digits (or exit) 

The date must be mm/dd/yyyy (2-digit month, 2-digit day, 4-digit year) 

The time must be hh:mm:ss (2-digit numbers for hour, minute and second) 

If the data entered is not valid, it will just re-prompt for the same data until the data is valid. 

Sample execution: 

83> run ztevalsc 

Enter 6-digit schedule ID (000000): 131100 

Enter the date mm/dd/yyyy (12/13/2013): 

Enter the time hh:mm:ss (06:08:41): 

Run Schdtst SCHEDULE HOLIDAY 131100 12/13/2013-06:08:41 

Calendar file parsed successfully. 51 Calendars read 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The calendar '131100' IS NOT active on Fri Dec 13 06:08:41 2013 

Enter 6-digit schedule ID (131100): 

Enter the date mm/dd/yyyy (12/13/2013): 

Enter the time hh:mm:ss (06:08:41): 10:12:13 

Run Schdtst SCHEDULE HOLIDAY 131100 12/13/2013-10:12:13 

Calendar file parsed successfully. 51 Calendars read 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The calendar '131100' IS ACTIVE on Fri Dec 13 10:12:13 2013 

Enter 6-digit schedule ID (131100): exit 
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SAMPMQ / CUSTMQ 
The CUSTMQ utility is a Tacl routine that you need to create using the SAMPMQ Tacl routine as a starting point. If 
the version of the MQ libraries used at your installation is different than the versions used to create the MQSVR53 
program, you can recreate that object file on your own and bind in your versions of those libraries. This is 
accomplished by using the CUSTMQ Tacl routine.  

Both the INSTALL and GUIPATCH Tacl routines check for the existence of a file called CUSTMQ. If it is found, then it 
will be executed. This automates the process of recreating the MQSVR53 application whenever a new release and/or 
a patch is applied. If you don’t want to automate this process, you can create your own version of the SAMPMQ Tacl 
routine and execute it manually. 

When you create your version of this Tacl routine, you need to make 1 or 2 changes to the sample code. There are 
notes at the beginning of the Tacl program showing you want to change. When it is complete, be sure it runs 
successfully and does NOT prompt you for any information, if you name it CUSTMQ. The CUSTMQ Tacl routine will 
be executed automatically and if it sends a prompt to the terminal, the Install and/or patch process will not work 
correctly.  

Once you are done creating the new Tacl routine, you need to execute it to verify that it creates a valid MQSVR53 
object file and that the new object file performs correctly in the OVNM environment. If you need to use the PROGID 
option due to the security restrictions on your MQ environment, be sure to GIVE the object file to the correct user 
and set the PROGID bit. The security on the file must allow the user id that will be performing Upgrades and 
Patches the ability to purge the file. 
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ZTALTMON/ SENDGRP 
The SENDGRP program allows users to use the Turn Monitoring Off/On for Group/Subgroup from a batch program 
instead of relying on some threshold to trigger this action (such as an EMS threshold). 

The easiest way to use this is to embed the RUN ZTALTMON (Alter Monitor Status) command into the jobs that are 
bringing objects up or down. This way the objects that you do not want to monitor temporarily, can be inactivated 
prior to the system shutdown. And once the objects have been restarted, you can re-execute ZTALTMON to 
re-activate those thresholds. There is some minor documentation that is displayed when you RUN ZTALTMON with 
no parameters. It describes the 3 parameters that are expected:  On or Off, the name of the group and the name of 
the subgroup. You do not need to run this utility from the OVNM subvolume – but you do need to qualify the file 
name enough for the run command to find it. Once you embed this run command into your batch job, you can 
remove the old threshold that was used as the trigger. 

The SendGrp program is executed by the ZTALTMON tacl utility and sends the necessary commands to the OVNM 
environment to turn the monitoring flag off or on. 
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Appendix D: Batch Utilities for Thresholds 
OVNM provides the following command line utilities that assist in adding and deleting thresholds from the 
database: 

• BATCONF 

• DELCONF 

BATCONF 
The BATCONF or the Batch Configuration utility allows you to add thresholds to the database in a batch mode. 
This utility always lags behind the features in the Object Configuration Client, so there are some features available 
in the Object Configuration Client that are not available in BATCONF. Please contact local HPE support for your 
specific requirements. 

Use the following steps to add thresholds to the database using the BATCONF utility. 

1. Use the following command to start the utility at the TACL prompt. 
RUN BATCONF 

2. Enter the location of the database file at the prompt. 
SET DBSUBVOL <the OVNM database subvolume> 

The utility will open the required database files using the location specified. If there are errors, it will display a 
message explaining the problem. 

3. At the next prompt, specify the number of errors that the utility will process before it quits. 
SET ERRORS <number> 

The default value is 5, which means that after encountering 5 errors, the utility will quit. This parameter allows 
you to stop processing if there are lots of errors before it attempts to do unwarranted actions. The maximum 
value for this parameter is 999. 

4. Specify the name of the LSTCOM process using the OPEN command. 
OPEN <lstcom process name> 

The LSTCOM process is used by the Object Configuration Client and the BATCONF utility to add the objects to 
the database. 

 

 NOTE:  

The SET DBSUBVOL and OPEN commands are mandatory before you can add any thresholds using the 
BATCONF utility. 

 

5. There are a variety of commands that are supported by this utility. To add a threshold, enter the following 
command at the prompt. 
ADD <subsystem>, <objecttype>, <thresholdname>, <object>, & 

<manager>, <boolean>, <value1>, <value2>, <multi-node-key> 

For example: 
Add CPU, CPU, CPU IS DOWN, * 

The first four fields are mandatory fields. These fields are used to create a key into the file that contains the 
necessary edit information for each threshold. The other fields are optional, depending on the threshold. To 
skip a field, just enter the separator character. 

Commands that are longer than 132 characters can be entered on multiple lines as long as the initial lines end 
with an ampersand (&). 

 

 NOTE:  

You can enter Help <cmd> for more information on a command. 
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The following commands are supported. 

Table 3. Supported Commands 

Commands Description 

! Add a comment 

Add Add a threshold 

AddPrev Add an object to the previous threshold 

AutoMaint Specify the Auto Maintenance attributes 

eEvent Define the eEvents fields 

EmsBurst Define the EMSBurstsi fields 

Exit Exit program 

Help Access Help on BATCONF utility 

Location Define the location fields 

Mail Define the email fields 

Obey Process a separate file with commands 

Open Open (or change) the LSTCOM process 

OSSLogFile Sets the collector, SSID and Event Nbr for OSS Log File thresholds 

Set Set polling, repeat, errors, etc. 

Start Start monitoring newly added thresholds 

Stop Stop monitoring thresholds 

Sample BATCONF Output 

$DATQA1 OVNM4 12> run BATCONF 

Ready for input. Max errors set to 005 

Cmd? SET DBSUBVOL $DATQA1.TESTOV 

Cmd? SET errors 50 

Cmd? OPEN $MALST  

Cmd? ADD CPU,CPUi IS DOWN,* 

OK. Command Successful 

Cmd? add filesys, file, file not exists, $SYSTEM.OVNM.orm* 

OK. Successfully added 13 object(s). 
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DELCONF 
The DELCONF or the Delete Configuration utility is used to Delete thresholds from the database. When a 
configuration record is deleted using the utility, all the corresponding objects and the linked records in the rest of 
the database are also deleted. 

To execute the utility, enter the following command: 
RUN DELCONF / IN ORMCONF / [<ormmst process name>] <subsystem> [<object type><search 
string>] 

Where, 

<ormmsg process name>: An optional parameter. If this parameter is supplied, it must be the process name of the 
currently executing copy of the ORMMST process. When this parameter IS supplied, messages are sent from 
DELCONF to the ORMMST process when objects are deleted. This immediately stops the monitoring of the deleted 
objects. If this parameter is NOT supplied, you must STOP/START the backend to actually stop monitoring the 
objects that were deleted by this batch job. 

<subsystem>: A mandatory parameter. It defines the subsystem from which the threshold(s) are to be deleted. For 
example: CPU, FILESYS. 

<object type>: An optional parameter. If the parameter is NOT used, all object types for the specified subsystem 
will be deleted. For example: if PATHWAY was specified as subsystem, then SERVERCLASS could be specified as 
the object type. If object type is NOT specified, all thresholds under the PATHWAY subsystem will be deleted. 

If you want to limit the thresholds to be deleted, you can specify a search string. The search string is compared only 
with the threshold CONFIGURATION record and NOT with the individual object records. This corresponds to the 
values you see in the upper right panel of the Object Configuration Client when you display thresholds. It is 
assumed that the search string can exist anywhere in the configuration Object Name field, usually the field 
immediately under the subsystem name in the Object Details panel when adding thresholds. 
 

 NOTE:  

When attempting to delete EMS thresholds, you need to convert the Text version of the SSID to the numeric 
version. If you don’t know the numeric equivalent or you’re not sure, you can use the TXT2SSID utility. This is a 
basic program that accepts the text format and displays the numeric format. For example: 

RUN TXT2SSID TANDEM.EMS.0 returns TANDEM.012.0. 

You need to provide all 3 portions (tandem, ems and verison – which can always be zero) and it must all be in 
uppercase unless the SSID was actually created using lowercase characters. If the correct EMS template is not 
defined with a DEFINE statement, you will get an error. 

Here are a few examples of using the DELCONF utility with various parameters. 

1. Deleting all thresholds from the CPU Subsystem 
$23> DELCONF /in ormconf/ CPU 

ORMCONF Deletion starting... 

Records deleted: 6 

OFMCONF Deletion complete ... 

2. Deleting thresholds using search string smf 
24> run delconf /in ormconf/ $OVMONdisk disk smf 

ORMCONF Deletion starting...  

Records deleted: 1  

OFMCONF Deletion complete ... 

3. Deleting thresholds using search string for EMS thresholds (all thresholds for Tandem.EMS) 
25> run delconf /in ormconf/ $OVMONems event TANDEM.12 
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Appendix E: Installing Multiple Agents on Same NonStop 
The Configuration Name parameter in the Host Installation Client specifies the name of the configuration where the 
OVNM Agent is installed. This is useful when you want to install multiple OVNM Agent environments on the same 
HPE NonStop system. However, this can cause problems with Enterprise Management systems. They will not be 
able to distinguish the various systems on the HPE NonStop, so all commands sent from those systems will be 
delivered to a single HPE NonStop environment. 

You cannot have duplicate environment definitions where the IP and Ports all match. In other words, you cannot use 
IP 1.1.1.1 and ports 5020/5030 multiple times. The configuration name cannot be duplicated either. So if you want to 
use the name “production” on multiple nodes, you will have to include the node name (or some other descriptor) to 
make it unique (For example, Chicago-production, Vegas-production, Miami-production, etc.). The HIC 
Configuration Name does not support any wild card entry. 

There are other items that need to be addressed as well. For example, you cannot use the same process prefix if 
you want both of those environments running at the same time. Be aware that if you do decide to use the same 
process prefix for two different environments on the same node, the STOPOVNM job will stop the environment 
using that process prefix, no matter which subvolume you are in when you RUN STOPOVNM. You cannot use the 
same OVNM subvolume and should probably avoid using the same Work Subvolume for multiple environments. 

Considerations when using multiple environments on the same HPE NonStop Server: 

a. Configuration name cannot be duplicated. One method to make them unique is to include the actual HPE 
NonStop Node Name in the configuration name. For example – Chicago-Production. 

b. When defining the communication path, you are specifying an IP (or DNS name) and a port for the 
monitoring side (Config Client port) and a port for the Enterprise Management/Console side of the 
application (OVNM port). You cannot duplicate any combination of IP (or DNS name) and a port. So if you 
have used IP 2.3.4.5 with port 5020, you cannot specify that IP/port combination on any other 
configuration. In other words, each environment is required to have its own UNIQUE paths to everything 
it communicates with. 

c.  The Enterprise Management system could have issues trying to decide which environment sent which 
message. If the only information it has to work with is the HPE NonStop Node Name, this will not be 
unique enough to determine which environment sent it. 

d.  You will not be able to use the default value for the process name prefix (OV) for more than one 
environment, unless you never expect to have both of those environments up at the same time. If you do 
use the same process prefix for multiple environments, be aware that running the STOPOVNM job from 
any subvolume will stop the environment using that process prefix, regardless of what subvolume was 
used when the STRTOVNM job was executed. So we highly recommend using unique process name 
prefixes for each environment on the same HPE NonStop Node. 

e.  You will have to review the EMS collectors that are being consumed by the various environments and 
decide which environments you want to consume which events. If you have multiple environments that 
LOG TO the same EMS collector and they both consume events from that EMS collector, then every single 
message will be processed multiple times – once for each environment.  

• The first step to resolve this issue is to create EMS collectors for each environment. This will then be used as 
the “Log To Collector” in the Host Installation Client. 

• You need to review all the other EMS collectors that are consumed to determine if you want multiple 
environments consuming those events or not. And there are two parts to this issue. There are two programs 
that consume events - $xxOCC and $xxEMN. $xxOCC consumes them for the monitoring portion of the 
application. If you are not going to be setting EMS thresholds against the events for that collector, you 
probably do not need to consume those events. These distributors are defined in the OCC tab in the Host 
Installation Client. $xxEMN is the process that sends events to the Enterprise Management system and 
Console. If there are multiple $xxEMN processes consuming the same events, then duplicate messages will be 
sent to the Enterprise Management System and Console. 

• If multiple environments have the same threshold defined, then multiple environments will generate the alert. 
For example, if they both have CPU PERCENT BUSY > 50% and the CPU is busy; they will both generate an 
alert. If you have a recovery defined for that threshold on both environments, then both environments will 
initiate the recovery. The same is true for emails as well. 
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• If you have multiple environments and they consume each other’s events, and one of the environments has a 
recovery or email associated with that threshold, then both environments could perform the recovery or send 
the email. 

a. The OVNM subvolumes used for multiple environments cannot be duplicated on the same HPE NonStop 
Server. 

b.  The Work subvolumes should be not duplicated across multiple environments. 
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Appendix F: Sample Session for Adding HPE NonStop Nodes 
This section gives a sample session for adding HPE NonStop Nodes, under the following conditions: 

• When the Name resolution for Node is successful 

• When the Name resolution for Node fails: On HPE UX 

• When the Name resolution for Node fails: On SUN SOLARIS 

Name Resolution for Node is Successful 
# ./ovnm_add_nodes.sh 

 

OVNM for HPE NonStop Server Configuration 

Please enter the fully qualified name of the HPE NonStop Node Name (NODE.domain.com) 

NODE.hp.com 

Please enter the IP Address of NODE.hp.com 

111.111.111.111 

Checking for name resolution. This can take a few minutes. Please be patient.. 

Successfully resolved the nodename. Continuing… 

Please enter the label of the HPE NonStop Node that you want to be displayed in OVO 
(\NODE) 

\NODE  

Please enter the port for NonStop alerts on \NODE (default 5030) 

5030 

Is The OVO Management Server Primary, Backup or Broadcast (Primary=1, Backup=2, 
Broadcast=3) for \NODE NonStop Server ? 

1 

Adding \NODE node to the NonStop-Server node group bank as IP node... 

Operation successfully completed. 

Adding \NODE service map and assigning it to opc_adm user... 

Successfully added service file file:/opt/OV/ovnm/bin/service_file2.xml (SVC10-111) 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm (SVC10-113) 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm (SVC10-113) 

do you want to add more node(y/n) ? 

n 
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Name Resolution for Node Fails: On HPE UX 
# ./ovnm_add_nodes.sh 

 

OVNM for HPE NonStop Server Configuration  

Please enter the fully qualified name of the HPE NonStop Node (NODE.domain.com) 

NODE.hp.com 

Please enter the IP Address of NODE.hp.com 

111.111.111.111 

Checking for name resolution. This can take a few minutes. Please be patient... 

Name resolution for NODE.hp.com failed. 

Adding the node entry in the hosts file.. 

Please enter the label of the HPE NonStop Node that you want to be displayed in OVO 
(\NODE) 

\NODE  

Please enter the port for NonStop alerts on \NODE (default 5030) 

5030 

Is The OVO Management Server Primary, Backup or Broadcast (Primary=1, Backup=2, 
Broadcast=3) for \NODE NonStop Server ? 

1 

Adding \NODE node to the NonStop-Server node group bank as IP node... 

Operation successfully completed. 

Adding \NODE service map and assigning it to opc_adm user... 

Successfully added service file file:/opt/OV/ovnm/bin/service_file2.xml (SVC10-111) 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm (SVC10-113) 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm (SVC10-113) 

do you want to add more node(y/n) ? 

n 
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Name Resolution for Node Fails: On SUN SOLARIS 
# ./ovnm_add_nodes.sh 

 

OVNM for HPE NonStop Server Configuration  

Please enter the fully qualified name of the HPE NonStop Node (NODE.domain.com) 

NODE.hp.com 

Please enter the IP Address of NODE.hp.com 

111.111.111.111 

Checking for name resolution. This can take a few minutes. Please be patient... 

Name resolution for NODE.hp.com failed. 

Please specify the name resolution scheme which you are using, from: 

1) DNS 

2) files 

2 

Adding the node entry in the hosts file.. 

Please enter the label of the HPE NonStop Node that you want to be displayed in OVO 
(\NODE) 

\NODE  

Please enter the port for NonStop alerts on \NODE (default 5030) 

5030 

Is The OVO Management Server Primary, Backup or Broadcast (Primary=1, Backup=2, 
Broadcast=3) for \NODE NonStop Server ? 

1 

Adding \NODE node to the NonStop-Server node group bank as IP node... 

Operation successfully completed. 

Adding \NODE service map and assigning it to opc_adm user... 

Successfully added service file file:/opt/OV/ovnm/bin/service_file2.xml 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm 

Successfully assigned services to operator opc_adm 

do you want to add more node(y/n) ? 

n 
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Appendix G: Transporting Thresholds 
OVNM provides tools that assist in migrating common thresholds from one HPE NonStop node to another. These 
tools are: 

• MOVEDB 

• ZTEXTRCT/ZTINSERT 

• AutoRpt (Auto Maintenance Report) 
• ZTMIGRAT 

 

MOVEDB 
The MOVEDB utility was developed to allow customers to move OVNM database from one location to another 
without having to re-enter the thresholds. This would be used when multiple HPE NonStop nodes need to be 
configured with the same thresholds. If the nodes monitor entirely different objects, then it will be easier to go 
through the install process on each node. 

The two files involved with the MOVEDB utility are: 

• MOVEDB: MOVEDB is a TACL routine that will prompt the user for the necessary information, move the files 
to the remote location and then modify the necessary files. 

• CHGSYS: CHGSYS is an object file that is used to modify the contents of the database files to alter the node 
name that is recorded in some of the records. It will display the number of records written and the number of 
records modified. In most cases, these values should be identical. 

To use this utility, perform the following steps: 

1. Switch to the subvolume where OVNM is installed.  

2. Use the following command to start initializing the MOVEDB utility. 
RUN MOVEDB 

The MOVEDB utility will prompt you to enter the information required to duplicate the OVNM environment in 
another HPE NonStop node. The following questions will be asked. Most questions will recognize QUIT, EXIT and 
STOP, which will cause the routine to stop processing. Responses are NOT case sensitive. 

a. Enter the $vol.subvol where OVNM is already installed. 

Enter the volume and subvolume that has the OVNM database. This would be the location that already 
contains all of the thresholds that you want duplicated to the second node. This utility will verify that 
certain files exist in that location. The utility will terminate if the required files are not found. 

b. Enter the (\node.)$vol.subvol where you want this duplicated. 

The normal response to this prompt is the location on the remote node where you want to duplicate the 
database. The node name is optional and you can specify a local volume to temporarily store the 
database. It will be created in such a way that it will be possible to backup those files and restore them to 
the remote node without making any additional changes. If you do specify a node, the next question will 
be skipped – it will assume that you want the database changed to contain the node name supplied in this 
response. 

The subvolume specified in this response must be empty. 

c. Enter the new node name. 

This question is asked only if the previous question did not contain a node name and will be used to 
replace the node name in the database. This should be the name of the node that will receive the files 
created as a result of this utility. 
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d. Enter the OVNM license key. 
Hit <enter> for <current key>. 

You should have a separate license key for the remote node. It is possible that if you are evaluating the 
product, you will use the same key for all nodes. The response to this prompt must be 20 characters. If you 
want to use the current key for the new system as well, just press the <enter> key. 

e. Enter the TCP/IP process name to be used for Elink. 
Hit <enter> for $xxxx. 

The utility will pick up the TCP/IP process from the OVNM database specified in the first prompt. If you 
want to keep that value for the duplicated database, you can just press the enter key. Otherwise, enter the 
name of the TCP/IP process that will be used for the communication between the HPE NonStop node and 
the computers. 

f. Enter the port number to be used for Elink. 
Hit <enter> for 9999. 

The utility will pick up the port number from the OVNM database specified in the first prompt. If you 
want to retain the value for the duplicated database, you can just press the enter key. Otherwise, enter 
the new port number that will be used for the communication between the HPE NonStop node and the 
computers.  The port number must be a value from 5000 to 10000. 

This utility will: 

− Dup Files from $vol.subvol to \remote.$vol.subvol. 

− Change node name references to \remote. 

− Use the same TCP process name ($xxxx). (Or Change TCP process from $xxxx to $yyyy.) 

− Use the same port (9999). (Or Change the port number from 9999 to 8888.) 

− Use the same license key (<current key>). (Or Change the license key from <current key> to <new 
key>.) 

g. If everything is correct, enter YES. 
Otherwise, enter the number of the item you want to change. 

Once you have responded to all of the prompts, the utility will display this information for you to review 
and approve before actually doing anything. If all of the information is correct, you will enter “yes”. If you 
want to change something, enter the number of the item you want to change. The utility will keep 
displaying the information above until you enter “yes”. 

The utility creates a new database and the process completes with the display of a few messages. 
 

 NOTE:  

The MOVEDB utility will DUPLICATE all the files from the sending node to the receiving node and the version of 
the software running on the sending node will be installed on the receiving node. This utility is NOT the best way 
to duplicate thresholds from node to node. With OVNM 5.0, this function can be performed effectively using the 
Object Configuration Client (OCC). 

 

 NOTE:  

MOVEDB supports relocation of the OVNM database from one subvolume to another on the same node. 

The PLUGPLAY thresholds will not be transported correctly to the new location due to the changes in LDEV 
number. Therefore, after running the MOVEDB utility, all of these thresholds will show as in violation. The 
workaround is to delete and add PLUGPLAY thresholds again. 

 

 NOTE:  

If you merge the OVNMNIN (EMS Template) file to your system-wide EMS templates, you may need to do that 
again on the new system. You should follow your standard procedures for recreating your system EMS template 
file and include the OVNMNIN file. If you do not merge the OVNM EMS template file with the standard file, then 
you can skip this step. 
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ZTEXTRCT / ZTINSERT 
The ZTEXTRCT and ZTINSERT tools are used together. The advantage of using these tools rather than MOVEDB is 
that you can leave the OVNM systems running on both the sending node and the receiving node. 

The first tool, ZTEXTRCT, is used to extract the thresholds from a node. The second tool, ZTINSERT, is used to 
insert the thresholds into the second node. 

To run ZTEXTRCT, switch to the OVNM subvolume and run it. For example: 
32> volume $oss.ovnm 

33> run ztextrct 

Purge $OSS.OVNM.ORMEXTR 

Fup Create $OSS.OVNM.ORMEXTR, type u, ext 20, maxextents 800 

CREATED - $OSS.OVNM.ORMEXTR 

Run Extract /in $OSS.OVNM.ORMCONF, out $OSS.OVNM.ORMEXTR/ 

Total Errors: 000   

The extract job will create a binary file called ORMEXTR containing all the thresholds, in a format to be used with 
ZTINSERT. This file needs to be moved from this node to the receiving node. You can use EXPAND or TCPIP. 

The ZTINSERT utility will now verify that the data that it is attempting to insert came from a compatible OVNM 
environment. Ideally, both OVNM environments should be the same (where ztextract and ztinsert are executed). In 
some cases it is possible to take data from a different system and insert it into the current environment. This 
feature was added in version 5.3 so this protection is not available in earlier versions. If you do use incompatible 
releases, it is possible that you will end up corrupting the database on the system where ZTINSERT is executed. 

To execute the insertion job, make sure that the OVNM application is running. It uses the LSTCOM process to add 
records to the database. This is the same program that is used by the Object Configuration Client (OCC). When 
adding records to the database, it will attempt to detect duplicate thresholds. To start the procedure, switch to your 
OVNM subvolume and run ZTINSERT. Once you have executed ZTINSERT with all the files you want to insert, you 
need to perform the following procedure to notify the monitoring program that new objects have been added to the 
database: 

• RUN BATCONF $OVLST 

• START MONITORING 

• EXIT 

The following is an example and it shows what happens if you attempt to insert the same file into the same node, 
twice. 

37> Volume $oss.ovnm 

38> run ztinsert 

Run Insert  /in $OSS.OVNM.ORMEXTR, out $BOLST/ $OSS.OVNM.ORMCONF 

INSERT processing starting... 

Processing CPU;CPU;CPU IS DOWN;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing CPU;CPU;CPU QUEUE LENGTH;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing CPU;CPU;LOW-PCBS IN USE;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing DISK;DISK;DISK IS DOWN;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing DISK;DISK;PERCENT FULL;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;TANDEM.254.999; 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;TANDEM.258.*; 
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Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;TANDEM.258.999; 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EXPAND;LINE;NOT STARTED;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EXPAND;PATH;NOT STARTED;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;FILE EXISTS;$SYSTEM.SYSTEM.PASSW;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PATHWAY;PATHMON;PATHMON STOPPED;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PATHWAY;TCP;TCP IS NOT STARTED;*;* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PROCESS;LOOPING;ANY PROCESS IS LOOPI;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PROCESS;PROCESS;PROCESS IS DOWN;$ZPMON;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PROCESS;PROCESS;PROCESS IS DOWN;$ZPNS;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing PROCESS;PROCESS;PROCESS IS DOWN;$ZTA*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing SNAX-XF;SUBSYS;NOT STARTED;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing SPOOLER;COLLECTOR;COLLECTOR FILE PERCE;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing SPOOLER;DEVICE;DEVICE ERROR;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing SPOOLER;DEVICE;DEVICE PRINT PROCESS;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing SPOOLER;PRINTPROC;PRINT PROCESS ERROR;$*;$* 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TAPE;TAPE;MOUNTS OUTSTANDING;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TCPIP;PROCESS;PROCESS IS DOWN;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TCPIP;PROCESS;PORT IS IN FIN-WAIT ;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;AUDITDUMP;AUDIT DUMP IS DISABL;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;AUDITDUMP;AUDIT DUMP IS INACTI;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;AUDITTRAIL;CANNOT ROLLOVER;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;AUDITTRAIL;OVER FLOW IN USE;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;TMF;HUNG TRANSACTIONS;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing TMF;TMF;TMF IS STOPPED;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 
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Processing TMF;TRANSACTIONS;TRANSACTION IS HUNG;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing X25;LINE;NOT STARTED;*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;PROGID;$VOL.BATCONF.PROGID;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;AUDITED;$VOL.BATCONF.AUDITED;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;LICENSED;$VOL.BATCONF.LICENSE;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;FILE NOT EXISTS;$SYSTEM.PURGEME.TEST;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;BILLT.1.4321; 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;BILLT.1.4322; 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing EMS;EVENT;EXECUTE-DEFINED-ACTI;TANDEM.253.136; 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;DYNAMIC;FILE EXISTS;$SYSTEM.OVNM.ZZSA;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;FILE EXISTS;$DEV.BATCONF.FILE1;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Processing FILESYS;FILE;FILE NOT EXISTS;$SYSTEM.OVNM.ORM*;0 

Duplicate skipped 

Total Thresholds Added: 00000 

Total Thresholds Skipped: 00043 

Total Errors: 000  

Thresholds are considered duplicates if the following are true: 

• Object names match 

• Object classes (the level right under Subsystem) match  

• Thresholds match 

• Threshold Booleans (equal, less, greater, etc) match 

• Values in Value1 match 

• Values in value2 match 

• Monitoring states match 

• Polling intervals match 

• Scheduled start times match 

• Scheduled stop times match 

• Group/subgroups match 

If any of the above has different values in the ORMEXTR file then what is in the database on the receiving side, the 
threshold will be added. If they all match, the threshold will be skipped. 
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AutoRpt (Auto Maintenance Report) 
The AutoRpt program generates a simple report showing what thresholds are defined with auto maintenance.  

To run AutoRpt, switch to the OVNM subvolume and run it. For example: 

3> volume $oss.OVNM 

4> run autorpt / in ormconf [, out <spooler file> ] / 

The program will open the ORMCONF file and produce a report showing all the thresholds that have the auto 
maintenance option defined. The report will print a ‘section’ for each threshold. Each section will start with a line 
that displays Subsystem Name/Object Type/Threshold Name. The next line will contain the values that were 
specified for object and manager. The third line contains the type of auto maintenance (Rebuild or Update). The 
fourth and fifth lines show the schedule for the auto maintenance. The time will be displayed followed by Yes/No 
values for each day of the week or the relative interval. 

The following is an example. The CPU threshold will perform auto maintenance at 4:00 AM on Saturdays and 
Sundays. The DISK threshold will do it at 6:00 AM on Mondays, Wednesdays and the weekend. The Pathway/TCP 
threshold will follow the same schedule. Auto maintenance for the threshold to make sure Pathmon processes are 
still active will be executed every hour. 

4> Volume $oss.OVNM 

5> run autorpt / in ormconf / 

CPU/CPU/CPU IS DOWN 

* 

Maint: Rebuild... 

Absolute: 04:00 M T W T F S S 

 ExclHoliday=N  N N N N N Y Y 

 

DISK/DISK/DISK IS DOWN 

* 

Maint: Update(addonly)... 

Absolute: 06:00 M T W T F S S 

 ExclHoliday=N  Y N Y N N Y Y 

 

PATHWAY/TCP/TCP IS NOT STARTED 

* 

Maint: Update(addonly)... 

Absolute: 06:00 M T W T F S S 

 ExclHoliday=N  Y N Y N N Y Y 

 

PROCESS/OBJECT/PROCESS IS DOWN 

$*/$SYSTEM.SYS*.PATHMON 

Maint: Update(addonly)... 

Relative Interval: 01 hours. 

 

 

Number of AutoMaintained Configs: 000000004 
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ZTMIGRAT 
The ZTMIGRAT job utilizes the same programs and files as ZTEXTRCT and ZTINSERT. It allows you to automate 
the process so it can be scheduled, for example on a daily or weekly basis. This job requires you to provide the list 
of nodes and subvolume locations for the various OVNM systems you want to be updated. The tool assumes that 
you will want ALL thresholds deleted on the receiving nodes before adding the new thresholds. This allows you to 
make changes to the thresholds on the master node and duplicate the changes to the rest of your network. 

To start using the function, create and edit the CUSTMIGS (Customer Migrations) file. This file will contain a list of 
nodes and their corresponding locations ($volume.subvolumes). For example: 

\node1 $vol.ovnm 

\node2 $vol2.ovnmx 

OVNM can be installed on a different subvolume on each node, or on the same subvolume. 

Once the CUSTMIGS file is created, all you have to do is run it. It requires Expand access to all the nodes in the 
CUSTMIGS file since it uses Expand to transfer the files from one node to another. As it sends each file to the other 
node, it will delete the thresholds in the receiving node before adding the new ones. Once the job is complete, you 
will have to stop/start OVNM on each node for the changes to take effect. 
 

 NOTE:  

The ZTEXTRCT and ZTMIGRAT jobs will NOT transfer any thresholds that were added to the original database 
using the Add Object right-click option in the OCC Threshold pane. It allows you to add objects that would not 
normally be discovered by the backend based on the template supplied. When this feature is used, there is no 
way for these tools to recognize that happened. The extract job is actually extracting the threshold description 
that was specified when the threshold was added. When the data is processed on the receiving node, OVNM will 
re-discover the list of objects that exist on that node. Therefore, it is entirely possible that the set of objects 
being monitored on the second node will be different from the set of objects being monitored on the first node. 
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Appendix H: Customizing OVNM Configuration Files 
This section describes the procedures to make custom changes to the OVNM configuration files that are not 
supported via the OVNM Host Installation Client or the ALTROVNM routine. The Host Installation Client allows you 
to change parameters like the filters and the collector to be used by OVNM to write the messages.  
 

 NOTE:  

Changes to these files should be performed only when you are instructed to do so by the Support Staff. You 
should not make changes to these files unless the ramifications of the changes are known. 

 

Whenever changes are made using the Host Installation Client, or via ALTROVNM, a TACL routine called BUILDCNF 
is executed. This routine rebuilds certain configuration files from scratch. If manual changes are made to those files, 
they are lost the next time BUILDCNF executes unless they are made correctly. 

BUILDCNF will rebuild the following files: 

• OVNMCONF 

• OCCCONF 

• ELKCONFA 

• ELKCONFO 

• MONCONF 

• OSSCONF 

• MAILCONF 

For making changes in the OVNMCONF and OCCCONF, the best approach (if possible) is to make the changes 
between the Start/End Customer Change lines. These are maintained by BUILDCNF and during version upgrades. 

153    ------------------------------------------------------- 

154    --  Please set your own values for the above params  -- 

155    --  between Start/End Customer changes #1            -- 

156    ------------------------------------------------------- 

157    -- Start Customer Changes #1 -- 

158    -- End   Customer Changes #1 – 

Changes to any of the parameters that are defined above this comment can be applied by re-entering the SET 
command between these two lines, for example, between line 157 and 158 above. The system will use whichever 
SET command is processed last. The original line built by BUILDCNF can remain as it is. For example, the following 
sample customer change will enable suppression of leading spaces in the EMS messages. By default, the leading 
spaces are displayed in HPE OM. 

153    ------------------------------------------------------- 

154    --  Please set your own values for the above params  -- 

155    --  between Start/End Customer changes #1            -- 

156    ------------------------------------------------------- 

157    -- Start Customer Changes #1 – 

158    SET ADAPTER SUPPRESSLEADINGSPACES ON 

159    -- End   Customer Changes #1 – 

When this is not possible, a TACL routine called CUSTCHGS must be created that will make the necessary changes 
after BUILDCNF builds the configuration file. When BUILDCNF executes, if a file called CUSTCHGS exists, it will 
execute it, passing the name of the configuration file that was recreated. A sample CUSTCHGS file called 
SAMPCHGS has been provided along with the backend. 
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SAMPCHGS is just a sample, showing how this TACL routine can be coded. It includes samples of how to: 

• Change the CPU, LINKDEPTH, MAXSERVERS, Priority and Program File name assignments for the various 
gateways 

• Change the Program used for EMSDIST, for example, to one that supports HighPin 

• Set various parameters in the MONCONF file 

• Set various parameters in the ELKCONFA file 

You will have to review the code and make the necessary changes to the TACL routine to perform your specific 
requirements. The Support Staff are available for assistance but customers are responsible for maintaining the 
CUSTCHGS TACL routine. 
 

 NOTE:  

You should have a basic understanding of the TACL programming language before cloning SAMPCHGS to 
CUSTCHGS. 

 

Use the following command to test your version of CUSTCHGS: 
Run CUSTCHGS <name of the CONF file> 

When CUSTCHGS actually changes a file, it will display a message. An example has been provided below for your 
reference. 

Rename $TEMP.BTOVNM99.ELKCONFA, SAVEFILE.ELKCONFA 

You should compare the contents of both of those files to make sure that only the changes you expect have been 
applied. 
 

 NOTE:  
OVNM is able to use Guardian security or Safeguard security for deciding which Guardian User ID can perform 
what functions. You can use safeguard security by enabling the SAFESECINTV <value>parameter in the 
OCCCONF file. To enable Safeguard checking, the value must be greater than zero. If the value is zero (the 
default) then only Guardian security will be used. 
To turn this feature on, you must create or update your CUSTCHGS file. The file SAMPCHGS has been updated to 
show an example of how to do this. The value that is passed for this value determines the maximum age of the 
Safeguard data that will be used when evaluating permissions. If you set this to a 1, it means that once OVNM 
collects the data, it will use the ACL in its memory for at most, 1 hour before interrogating Safeguard again. 

If Safeguard is not available on the system, it will use guardian security even if the Safeguard parameter is set, 
but it will generate EMS message for unavailability of Safeguard. 
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Customizing Node Monitoring Feature  
In the previous OVNM versions, when you used the Object Configuration Client to turn Node Monitoring OFF, the 
OVNM application would continue to consume EMS messages and react to them (if they were defined in an EMS 
threshold) and send them to HPE OM (if specified). With OVNM release 4.8, when you use the Object Configuration 
Client to turn monitoring off/on for the entire node, you have the option of having this impact the EMS traffic as 
well.  

To invoke this new feature for EMS thresholds, you need to add this line to the OCCCONF file between the 
CUSTOMER CHANGES #1 lines. If you add this command anywhere else, then you will lose the feature the next 
time a change or upgrade is applied. 

SET    OCC   MSTCTXFILE    $vol.subvol.MSTCTX 

Where $vol.subvol is the location of your OVNM subvolume. Do NOT specify the node name in this command.  

The MSTCTX file is a control file used by the ORMMST program to record whether or not node monitoring has been 
turned off or on. 

To invoke this new feature in a way that will prevent EMS messages from going to HPE OM when you turn node 
monitoring off, add the following code to the OVNMCONF file, between the CUSTOMER CHANGES #1 lines. If you 
add this command anywhere else, then you will lose the feature the next time a change or upgrade is applied. 

SET    OVNM   MSTCTXFILE    $vol.subvol.MSTCTX 

Where $vol.subvol is the location of your OVNM subvolume. Do NOT specify the node name in this command. 

If the OCCCONF file is updated with this command, when you use the Object Configuration Client to turn node 
monitoring off, ALL EMS thresholds will also be disabled. When you turn node monitoring off, then as the EMS 
messages are received by the ACC program, it will toss them away. There is no automated method of re-processing 
those events while node monitoring has been turned off. When node monitoring is turned back on, the system will 
act the same as if you had just started it – it will start processing new EMS messages.  

If the OVNMCONF file is updated with this command, then when you use the Object Configuration Client to turn 
node monitoring off, NO EMS messages will be sent to HPE OM or Console. There is no automated procedure for 
getting those messages into HPE OM.  

EMS messages that are generated when node monitoring is turned OFF or ON look like the following. The only 
difference is the process name that generates it. 

$OVxxx:Node Monitoring has been requested to be turned  off - ALL EMS msgs ignored. 

$OVxxx:Node Monitoring has been requested to be turned  ON. EMS will be processed. 

You can use this optional feature when you want all OVNM processing to be suspended for some critical reason. By 
default the node monitoring does not impact the EMS processing. The feature has to be turned on manually.  
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Using Secondary Log to Capture Enterprise Management Messages 
OVNM logs a second copy of every message that it sends to the Enterprise Management System (for example HPE 
OM). This feature allows the user to log any message that is sent to the Enterprise Management system to a 
secondary EMS collector. Follow the steps given below to use this feature:  

1. Edit the OVNMCONF file and locate the lines that specify the CopyEMSToColl parameter. This will explain the 
parameter in detail.  

2. Copy the line that has been commented out and paste it between the CUSTOMER CHANGES #1 lines.  
SET OVNM CopyEMSToColl <EMS collector name> 

3. Change <EMS collector name> to the secondary collector that you want to use.  

4. Execute the following commands: 
RUN STOPOVNM  

RUN STRTOVNM 

Once this feature has been turned ON, it will write the secondary messages to the specified collector. If the collector 
specified in this parameter cannot be written to, it tries the primary collector. 

The EMS message that is written to the secondary collector will use SSID TANDEM.OVNM and the event number 
will be 152. 
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Appendix I: Japanese Character Set Support 
The system is not configured to support the Japanese Character Set when it is installed, since the default 
installation is to replace any unprintable character with a period. If you do not want the system to automatically 
convert unprintable characters, you have to modify a parameter in the OVNMCONF file. To make sure this change is 
maintained from release to release and any time you apply changes via the OVNM Host Installation Client, you need 
to perform this change using the procedures documented in this section. 

For more information about this process, refer to Appendix H: Customizing OVNM Configuration Files. 

The parameter that needs to be changed is set to the following, by default: 
   SET SNMP EMSTEXTSPECIALCHARATER . 

The way this is configured, OVNM will replace any unprintable character with a period. The documentation in the 
OVNMCONF File immediately before this line is: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 -- The following SNMP parameter is used to specify the character that will 

 -- be used to replace unprintable characters in the EMS message. If you 

 -- are using foreign language sets, you may want to turn this option off. 

 -- If you do not want anything replaced, use this: 

 --      SET SNMP EMSTEXTSPECIALCHARATER   NONE 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As you can see by the documentation, you need to change this parameter value to NONE. 

The change that you apply needs to be between the following two lines: 
  -- Start Customer Changes #1 -- 

  -- End   Customer Changes #1 -- 

By making the change here instead of just changing the parameter in its original location, the change will be 
maintained from release to release and any time changes are applied via the Host Installation Client. If you just 
change the original line, then any time the OVNMCONF file is rebuilt (currently during an upgrade and by the 
ALTROVNM routine which gets invoked whenever you apply changes via the Host Installation Client), you will lose 
your modification. 
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Appendix J: Elink Messages in HPE OM 
This section provides a list of common Elink messages along with explanations. 

1. Connection lost with remote Node <node name> 

This alert is generated by OVNM_SPI process. This implies the connection is lost with the specified HPE NonStop 
node. It could be due to OVNM component on the NonStop is brought down or network outage between the 
front-end OVNM system and NonStop system. If the connection is broken due to network problem and none of the 
Primary/Backup OVNM is connected to the remote NonStop host; then EMON will put distributors in IDLE state. As 
soon as Primary/Backup front-end OVNM re-establishes the connection, EMON points the distributors back to the 
time when the connection was broken and processes all the alerts lost during the network outage. 

2. Connection established with remote Node <node name> 

This alert is generated by OVNM process and implies that the connection is established with the specified HPE 
NonStop node. 

3. Connection lost with local ELINK 

This alert is generated by the OVNM_SPI process. This implies that the connection is lost to the local Elink running 
on the front-end OVNM system. The reason for the message could be that the Elink is killed or stopped by the user 
on the FE Windows/UNIX system. To recover from the problem, start the Elink process on the front-end OVNM 
system (Windows/UNIX). 

4. Connection resumed with local ELINK 

This alert is generated by the OVNM_SPI process. This implies that the connection is resumed with the local Elink 
running on the front-end OVNM system.  

5. Elink is not responding 

This alert is generated by the OVNM_SPI process. This implies that the OVNM_SPI process is unable to 
communicate to the local Elink running on the front-end OVNM. The remedy for this error is to stop and restart the 
local Elink on the front-end. 

6. TANDEM.ELINK.G06 100 ELINK:Primary/Backup Adapter Connection Lost 

This alert is generated by NonStop Elink process. This implies that the Primary or Backup OVNM connection is lost. 
This is an informational message and can be used to inform that the front-end OVNM has problems (down or 
network outages). This alert can be automated in OCC and mail/page messages can be generated. 

7. TANDEM.ELINK.G06 100 ELINK:Primary/Backup Adapter Connection Established 

This alert is generated by NonStop Elink process. This implies that the Primary or Backup OVNM connection is 
established. This is an informational message. 
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Appendix K: Internal Messages Generated by OVNM-SPI 
Enhancements have been made in the OVNM SPI runtime parameters to perform the following functions related to 
HPE OM events generated by the OVNM SPI process. YouYou can use the ovnm_spi binary in order to alter the 
runtime parameters. 

1.  Enabling/Disabling HPE OM Messages  

You can use the following runtime parameter to enable or disable the HPE OM messages generated by OVNM SPI 
process. 

-internalmsg <ON|OFF> 

By default the parameter is ON. 

2. Changing Message Severity 

You can use the following runtime parameter in order to change the severity of the HPE OM events generated by 
the OVNM SPI process. 

-internalmsgseverity < NORMAL | WARNING | MINOR | MAJOR | CRITICAL > 

Internal messages logged to HPE OM by OVNM. 

 Message Description 

111:OVNM: Connection established with 
remote Node \NODE 

Message logged for a particular node in HPE OM, when the connection is 
established with the remote node. The severity of this message is Normal. 

OVNM: Connection lost with local Elink Message logged at the nodes level in HPE OM when the connection is lost with 
the local Elink. The severity of this message can be controlled by modifying the 
internalmsgseverity parameter in the OVNMCONF file. 

OVNM: Connection resumed with local 
Elink 

Message logged at the nodes level in HPE OM when the connection is resumed 
with the local Elink. The severity of this message is Normal. 

111:OVNM: Catchup-request is sent to the 
node NODE, goback=10 seconds 

If the connection between HPE OM Management Server and the HPE NonStop 
Server(s) is lost due to any reason, the event messages generated by the HPE 
NonStop Server(s) are not forwarded to the HPE OM Message Browser. When 
the connection is reestablished, OVNM SPI sends the auto-catch-up request to 
the NonStop agent to recollect the lost messages. This message is logged for a 
particular node in HPE OM, when the catch-up request is sent. The severity of 
this message is Normal. 

111:OVNM: Catchup completed Message logged when the catch-up request sent by OVNM SPI to the NonStop 
agent is completed. This message is logged for a particular node in HPE OM. 
The severity of this message is Normal. 

111:OVNM: Connection lost with remote 
Node \NODE 

Message logged at the nodes level in HPE OM when the connection is lost with 
the remote node. The severity of this message can be controlled by modifying 
the internalmsgseverity parameter in the OVNMCONF file. 

OVNM: Connection established with local 
ELINK 

Message logged at the node level when the agents in the front-end are started. 
The severity of the message is Normal. 

OVNM: local Elink is not responding (hung 
state) 

Message logged when the local Elink goes into Hung state and is not 
responding. The severity of this message can be controlled by modifying the 
internalmsgseverity parameter in the OVNMCONF file. 

OVNM: Catchup-request sent fail to the 
node NODE, goback=10 seconds 

Message logged for a particular node in HPE OM, when the catch-up request 
sent fails to reach the node. The severity of this message can be controlled by 
modifying the internalmsgseverity parameter in the OVNMCONF file. 

111:OVNM:  MSG RECONN RCVRY DONE: 
SDISTxx 

If OVNM is configured with Message Queuing option, this message is logged 
after the connection between the NonStop node and HPE OM has been 
reestablished and all NonStop events (which were logged during the time when 
the connection was lost with HPE OM) are recovered (resent) to HPE OM. 

Corrupt multi bytes events received. 
<Field-Name> field is invalid 

Corrupted messages are logged in log file and for each corrupted message, 
message “Corrupt multi bytes events received. <Field-Name> field is invalid” will 
be logged in log file as well as in HPE OM. 
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Appendix L: EMS Burst Suppression 
The following methods can be used to suppress duplicate EMS messages from being processed and/or sent to 
Operations Manager.  

1. Collector Level Burst Suppression 

The first method involves suppressing the duplicate EMS messages at the collector level. You will need to use 
EMSCCTRL to configure this option. This method eliminates the workload from OVNM to implement burst 
suppression. Refer to the appropriate HPE documentation for more details. 

2. EMS Distributor Level Burst Suppression 

The second method involves suppression at the EMS Distributors that are used by OVNM. This method also 
eliminates the workload from OVNM to implement burst suppression. Refer to the appropriate HPE documentation 
for details. 

3. Object Configuration Client Level Burst Suppression 

The Object Configuration Client can be used to define the EMS burst definitions for each EMS threshold where 
burst suppression should be used. Burst suppression requires an EMS threshold to be defined – without the 
EVNTRULE record (the record that describes the attributes of the EMS message you want captured), there is no 
way to create the burst definition. 

When you create an EMS threshold, you specify the SSID, Event number and any other attributes that describe the 
event(s) you want captured. The Object Configuration Client allows you to use wildcards in various portions of the 
threshold definition. For example, you can create an EMS Threshold for the SSID TANDEM.PATHWAY and all events 
(*). You can specify that the event text needs to contain a particular string. All of these attributes are used to 
determine whether or not the EMS message should be processed by OVNM, and what actions should be performed. 
You can configure it to send an email, or perform an automated action (user-defined command). You can also use 
the EMS threshold definition to define how you want the message sent to HPE operations Manager/Console or any 
other enterprise management system (using the eEvents panel).  

When OVNM is deciding whether or not an EMS message should be considered part of a burst, it will always 
compare the SSID and EVENT – regardless of how the EMS threshold was defined. So, for a given EMS threshold, 
there could be several “threads” of burst definitions. For example – if you define an EMS threshold for SSID 
TANDEM.PATHWAY and the event number you specify is an asterisk (all events), then each unique event number 
that Pathway generates will be treated as a separate burst thread. So Pathway could generate 100 events and still 
not cause a ‘burst’, if each event has a unique event number. Burst criteria can also use the SUBJECT of the event. In 
the Object Configuration Client, if you enter a specific value in the Event Subject field in the eBurst panel, then only 
events with that subject will be considered when ‘counting’ EMS messages (regardless of how the EMS threshold 
was defined). If you leave the Event Subject blank, then subject will NOT be used when counting events – in other 
words, only the SSID and Event Number will be used when counting events. In that scenario, ten events with 
different subjects will all be counted in the same bucket (or burst thread). If you enter an asterisk into the Event 
Subject field in the eBurst panel, then each unique subject will be treated independently. So if we use the 
TANDEM.PATHWAY example again, and you are capturing TCP down events, then a given TCP will have to 
generate enough of the down events for OVNM to consider it a burst. If you have 100 TCP’s and they all go down, 
this would not be considered a burst since each subject would be different. If you want it to be considered a burst, 
then leave Event Subject blank. 

When deciding whether or not you should define the Event Subject in the eBurst panel, keep in mind how your EMS 
threshold was defined. If you used the EVENT SUBJECT or EVENT SUBJECT MANAGER condition when defining 
the threshold, then you may not need to specify anything in the eBurst panel for Event Subject since the threshold 
criteria is already limiting which subjects are processed. 

Since a given EMS threshold could have several or even hundreds of separate burst threads, you might have to 
adjust some parameters. These parameters need to be defined between the CUSTOMER CHANGES #1 lines in the 
OCCCONF and OVNMCONF files. Burst definitions are used by BOTH halves of the OVNM application – the 
recovery/email portion (ACC) and the Enterprise/Console portion (EMON). 

THREADTABLECOUNT is used to define the number of entries to be used in the burst thread table. The default 
value is 100. This means that OVNM will support up to 100 individual/concurrent burst threads at a time. If you 
need more than that, you will need to add a SET statement to the OCCCONF/OVNMCONF files. If this value is too 
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small, OVNM will generate Event 142 “Burst Thread Table is full. Increase THREADTABLECOUNT.”  After you 
increase the value, you will need to bounce OVNM for the change to take effect. 

BURSTLINKCOUNT is used to define the number of entries in the burst link list table. For each unique Burst 
Thread, an entry will be added to the burst link list for each EMS message received before the burst is declared. 
These entries are rather small and consist of the time that the EMS message was generated. So if you expect 20 
individual burst threads, and each of your EMS threshold eBurst definitions say that the burst requires five 
messages, then this value will have to be at least 100 (20 * 5). If this table fills up, OVNM will generate EMS Event 
143 “Burst Link List Table is full. Increase BURSTLINKCOUNT." 

When setting the values for THREADTABLECOUNT and BURSTLINKCOUNT you should always leave plenty of 
extra room. If either of those tables becomes full, the burst definition feature may not work properly. 

BURSTCLEANUP-INTERVAL is used to tell OVNM how often to spin through the various tables to delete entries 
that have expired (are longer than the burst reset time or the “within” time of the burst definition). The default for 
this parameter is 1 hour (60 minutes). The value you specify here is in MINUTES. When this timer expires, OVNM 
will spin through all the burst tables and delete any entry that is no longer required. It will also check to see if there 
are any active bursts whose Max Burst Reset time has been exceeded. If so, that burst will be reset (and the end of 
burst message will be generated). Cleaning up the old entries will make room for new entries. This is really only 
important when events are consumed that are potential burst messages. When they are consumed, they will take up 
entries in these tables. If OVNM never sees them again, this is the only way to delete those entries.  

There are other parameters that can help improve the efficiency of OVNM as it processes EMS thresholds. 

EVENTRULEFILEREADLEVEL is a flag that signifies whether or not OVNM should maintain the contents of the 
EVNTRULE File in memory. This is the file that describes the EMS thresholds and is linked to the Burst Definition 
records. If this is not in memory, then every time an EMS message is received, OVNM must read this file to 
determine if the EMS message should be processed any further. 

EEVENTSFILEREADLEVEL provides the same function for the eEvents file. This is the file that contains the data 
from the eEvents panel in the OCC. 

When the memory feature is turned on, then changes to these files will NOT be recognized by OVNM for a period of 
time after the change was made. This is coded this way to reduce the likelihood of reading these files into memory 
multiple times as you are making updates. A parameter (UPDATE-WAITTIME-MINS) can be modified to adjust the 
wait time between the time the last update was made and when OVNM will re-read the files into memory. OVNM 
will re-read the file into memory once that number of minutes has gone by with no additional changes. In other 
words, if this is set to 5 minutes (the default), and you make a change every minute for 10 minutes, OVNM will not 
re-read the file until 15 minutes have expired since the first update – which is 5 minutes after the last update. With 
the default value, there will be at least a 5 minute delay between the time a record is changed and when OVNM 
recognizes the change. You can set this lower if you want, but if you set it too low, then OVNM could end up reading 
the file before you are actually done with your changes, causing it to re-read the file multiple times. If you do not 
have very many eEvents or EVNTRULE records, then it may make more sense to have a very small value (1 minute). 
If you have 1000’s of records, then you will want a higher value to limit the chances of re-reading the file multiple 
times. When making changes to this parameter, you need to add the SET statement between the CUSTOMER 
CHANGES #1 lines. If you make it to the SET statement that is already in the OCCCONF/OVNMCONF file, then the 
next time a change is made via the HIC or ALTROVNM, your change will be lost. 

When the BURSTDEF file is re-read into memory, all information regarding bursts is lost – everything is reset to 
zero, so you will want to be careful when making changes that impact the BurstDef file. When this happens, OVNM 
will generate EMS Event 148 “Reloading burstdef file – all burst info will be reset”. In addition, any existing burst will 
end, but no ‘expired’ message will be generated – the internal tables are not reviewed before wiping them clean. 

If you have checked the “Generate start/end EMS Burst notification messages” check box in the eBurst panel, then 
OVNM will generate messages whenever a burst is detected and when the burst has expired (exceeded the reset 
time specified). Some of these messages will also include the number of messages that were suppressed. When it is 
a “process until burst”, only the burst-expired EMS message will contain the number of messages suppressed. For 
“ignore until burst”, both the ‘burst detected’ and ‘burst expired’ messages will contain the number of messages 
suppressed. This counter is reset whenever the EMS message is displayed and whenever the BURSTDEF file is 
re-read into memory.  

When the burst is detected, OVNM will generate event 146 (for process until) or 147 (for ignore until). The message 
will look like one of the following: 
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Process Burst Detected SSID/Event:   TANDEM.PATHWAY.D44/1043 Subject: TCP1 

Ignore Burst Detected -  Suppressed 9 events. TANDEM.PATHWAY.D44/1043 Subject: TCP1  

When the “ignore burst” message is generated, it will show you how many events were suppressed since the last 
time its counter was reset. The counter can be reset after a BurstCleanUp Interval as well, so this count may not 
include every single EMS message that was suppressed prior to the burst being detected. The Subject will only be 
reported if a specific subject is involved in the burst. 

When the burst reset period ends, OVNM will generate event 144 (for process until) or 145 (for ignore until). The 
message will look like the following (Process Burst will be Ignore Burst for an ignore until burst definition): 

Process Burst Period ending - exceeded Reset Burst Period. Suppressed 1 events. SSID/Event: 
TANDEM.PATHWAY.D44/1047  Subject: TCP1  

The eBurst panel 

This is the panel you will use to define how a burst should be detected. You have the option of processing all of the 
messages until a burst is detected or ignoring all of the messages until a burst is detected. If you check “none”, then 
the Burst Definition record will be deleted (if one existed). 

Process Until Burst 

Use this option if you want the first EMS message to cause an email, recovery or message sent to Console and the 
Enterprise Management system (such as HPE OM). This option will process every EMS message until the burst is 
detected. 

Ignore Until Burst 

Use this option if you do not want any of the EMS messages processed at all until an excessive number of them are 
seen. For example, if an application generates error messages occasionally, and you don’t care about them until 
more than 100 of them are generated in a short amount of time, then you would use this option. Using this option 
will prevent emails, recoveries and messages to Console and the Enterprise Management system until an excessive 
number of them are consumed. 

Burst = x events within y minutes 

This is the actual burst definition. This describes how many events in what time frame need to be consumed before 
a burst is declared as active. 

Event Subject 

• BLANK 

If you leave this field blank, then the burst detection logic will not consider the value in the subject of the EMS 
message when creating ‘burst threads’. So all events from the same SSID (regardless of subject), will be counted 
towards the burst. The ‘subject’ of an EMS message is defined as the one with the ‘subject token’ marker. For 
example, TANDEM.PATHWAY TCP stop EMS messages will contain the name of the TCP as the subject. You must 
determine what the subject of an EMS message is before using this feature – some applications do not use what 
you might expect to be the subject. To determine the token that contains the subject marker, you can use EMSA, or 
some other utility that shows the subject marker.  

• ASTERISK 

If you enter an asterisk, you are asking OVNM to maintain separate burst threads for each unique subject. So if 
Pathway generates 100 TCP down EMS messages, one for each TCP, then OVNM will create 100 burst threads, each 
with a count of one event. Therefore, no burst will be detected, since there was only one EMS message was 
consumed for each individual subject. 

• A SPECIFIC VALUE 

If you enter a specific value here, then only the EMS messages that also match the subject you specified will be 
considered when deciding if there is a burst. 
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Reset  

This is used to define when the burst should be considered as expired. Once a burst has been detected, no more 
EMS messages will be processed until after the amount of time defined in this field. The start of the burst will be 
defined as the EMS generation time of the first EMS message that is part of the burst criteria. So if the burst is 
defined as 5 messages in 5 minutes, the reset time is defined as 30 minutes, and the very first EMS message is 
generated at 12:00, 2 more at 12:02 and 2 more at 12:03 (5 total), the reset time will be at 12:30 – 30 minutes after 
the first message that was part of the burst criteria. Using the same burst criteria, if a message was consumed at 
12:00, 12:01, 12:02, 12:04, 12:06, 12:08, 12:09; 12:10: 12:10, then the first message that is part of the burst will be at 
12:06, the burst detected message would be generated at 12:10 (the second 12:10) and the burst will be ‘over’ at 
12:36. 

Generate start/end EMS burst notification messages 

If this check box is checked, then both ACC ($OVOCC) and EMON ($OVEMN) will generate EMS messages when 
they detect a new burst and when the burst expires. If this box is not checked, then these messages will not be 
generated by OVNM. 

4. OVNM Level Burst Suppression 

If neither of the Collector and EMS distributor level EMS burst suppression methods work in your environment, you 
have the option of suppressing duplicate events within OVNM. OVNM has two processes that consume events. The 
$OVOCC process consumes events for EMS thresholds and to generate Emails and perform automated recovery 
actions. EMON consumes events to send them to HPE OM. You have the option of configuring EMS burst 
suppression for both sides of OVNM independently. The burst suppression can be identical for both sides, or unique 
for each side based on your requirements. For more information about this feature, review the SAMPSUPR (Sample 
Suppression Configuration file) on HPE NonStop. 
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Appendix M: View Detail TACL Routines 
To modify the information displayed for an Object in the OVNM ObjectMAP, you need to update the following Tacl 
routines. Also, it is required to reapply the changes once OVNM is upgraded from previous to newer versions. 

Pass the following parameters to modify the routines: 

• Threshold Identifier 

• Object type 

• Subject  

• Manager 

This section provides a list of subsystems mapped with the corresponding TACL routines. By changing the Tacl 
routine for a particular subsystem, you can alter the output you see in ObjectMap’s View Detail command. If you do 
make changes, please let HPE know so we can consider making your changes part of the standard product. 

Table 4. Tacl Routines 

Subsystem Name View Detail Tacl Routine 

ATP6100 ZTATP 

BASE24 ZTNCP 

CLIM IP ZTCLIMIP 

CP6100 ZTCP6100 

CPU ZTCPU 

DISK ZTDISK 

EMS ZTEMS 

EXPAND ZTEXPAND 

FILESYS ZTFILSYS 

ICE ZTNOF 

ICE-DLSW ZTDLSW 

MQ-SERIES ZTMQ 

NETBATCH ZTNETBAT 

OSS ZTOSS 

PATHWAY ZTPATHWY 

PLUGPLAY ZTPLUG 

PROCESS ZTPROCSS 

RDF ZTRDF 

SCHEDULER ZTSCHED 

SNAX-XF ZTSNAX 

SPOOLER / SPOOLERP  ZTSPOOL 

TAPE ZTTAPE 

TCPIP ZTTCPIP 

TMF ZTTMF 

X25 ZTX25 
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Appendix N: Log Success/Failure of User Defined Command 
for Recovery 

This section explains the procedure to write the Tacl routines that will notify OVNM in a way so OVNM can correctly 
determine if the Tacl execution was successful. A sample Tacl routine called SAMPTACL in OVNM shows the correct 
way to code a Tacl routine. To test this feature, create Filesys/File thresholds for files with certain key words in their 
filename and use the following user-defined command: 

RUN $vol.OVNM.SAMPTACL   %s% 

• If the filename contains GOOD, it will be reported as a successful execution of the command.  

• If the filename contains ZERO, OVNM will consider it as a failure.  

• If the filename does not contain GOOD or ZERO, then it will be treated as a failure. 

To log whether or not a recovery command has been successfully executed the user’s TACL macro must check the 
results of the recovery attempt and perform the necessary output commands: Follow the steps given below to 
execute the recovery process in OVNM: 

Step 1: OVNM_user_cmd_status Starting: Informing OVNM to look for Successful message. 

Step 2: OVNM_user_cmd_status Successful: Informing OVNM that the user’s tacl code was successfully executed. 

Step 3: OVNM_user_cmd_status Failed: Informing OVNM that the results failed and will generate an EMS event 
containing text in “Log-Failure text field”. 
 

 NOTE:  

OVNM assumes a failure if it does not receive the Successful message and only receives the Starting message. If 
it finds the Starting message but never finds the Successful message, then it assumes that the user’s tacl code 
had some problem and was not successful (failed). Since the Starting message is critical in this process, that 
output command should be executed as quickly as possible in the Tacl program. 

 

Example of creating an OBJECT monitoring threshold in OVNM OCC with a user-defined Automatic Recovery 
Command 

1. Click the New Configuration option in the Threshold menu to open Threshold dialog box.  

2. Select FILESYS subsystem. OVNM will generate an event if the file “$DSMSCM.OVNMTEST.GOODTEST” does 
not exist. 

Figure 79. OCC Threshold Dialog Box 
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3. Click the Actions button. This displays the Actions dialog box. Select the User define command option from 
the Command drop-down menu. Specify the user command in the second Command box. The Subject (%s%) 
field in the event will contain  what is defined in the “Object” field (i.e. the file name 
$DSMSCM.OVNMTEST.GOODTEST). 

Figure 80. Actions Dialog Box 

 
4. Select the value as Default in Success and Failure drop down list available under the Log area and click the 

OK button. This will save the recovery configuration settings in OVNM. 

In this example a tacl macro called “TCREATE” is used to create a file defined in the Subject field (%s%) of the EMS 
Event.  

Here’s the TCREATE example using the OVNM supported output commands: 
?tacl routine 

#frame 

#push fname== File named Pushed will =  $DSMSCM.OVNMTEST.GOODTEST 

 

#output OVNM_user_cmd_status Starting 

#if [#argument/value fname/filename/syntax] 

[#IF [#CREATEFILE [fname]] |then| 

==Create failed, results of  #CREATEFILE =>1 

     #output OVNM_user_cmd_status Failed 

|else| 

==  file created, results of #CREATEFILE = 0 

      #output OVNM_user_cmd_status Successful 

] == end of if 

#unframe 
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Appendix O: Configuration File Parameters 
This section contains information about the parameter that you have to add to the mailconf and monconf files for 
configuration of the OVNM product. 
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Parameters for MAILCONF File 
Table 5. Parameters for MAILCONF File 

 Parameter Description Default Value 

SERVER Designates the IP address of the remote mail server  

SERVERNAME Designates the DNS name of the remote mail server. You 
must specify SERVER or SERVERNAME, but not both. 

 

MYADDRESS The IP address of the HPE NonStop Server.  

SENDERID The name that you want use as the sender of the e-mails, 
which are generated by OVNM. Sometimes, the e-mail server 
requires that this ID exists in its address book. In this case, 
you will have to use an existing email ID or create a new one 
specifically for OVNM. 

 

PORT The port to be used on the email server. 25 

LOGFILE Designates where you would like errors recorded. This has to 
be a disk file. If it does not exist, an edit file will be created. 

 

TRACE Designates what level of tracing you require. The options are 
as follows. 
• NONE: no tracing 
• PROGRESS: log errors and successes 
• ERROR: log only failures 

 

QREADINTERVAL Designates the number of seconds between reads of the 
MAILQ file. The default for this parameter is 30 seconds. 

30 

RETRYINTERVAL The number of seconds to delay between retries. This only 
impacts emails that had an error while sending. The default 
for this parameter is 300 seconds (5 minutes). 

300 

GIVEUPINTERVAL Designates how many MINUTES to keep retrying to send an 
email that failed. Once this limit is reached, the email will be 
deleted from the queue file. 

 

SSID The Sub system ID for specifying the company name and the 
subsystem acronym assigned to your subsystem, it is written 
in the owner.subsystem value format. 
As an example, for the HPE Pathway subsystem the SSID is 
TANDEM.PWY.0. 

 

SUPPRESSPERCENTCHAR Designates to keep percent signs in the text of the e-mail or 
not. 

YES 

LOGMAILSENTMSG Designates if an EMS message is logged every time a 
successful email is sent. Valid values are YES/NO. 

NO 

LOGFAILEDMAILMSG Designates if an EMS error message is logged every time an 
attempt to send an email fails. Valid values are YES/NO 

NO 

LOGGIVEUPEXEEDEDMSG Designates if an EMS error message is logged every time an 
email is discarded because the 'give up' interval has been 
exceeded. Valid values are YES/NO. 

NO 

LOGBKPCOUNT This is the maximum no of files to keep and once it will reach 
up to this number, it will start deleting most previous file. 
Maximum value can be 99. 

10 

LOGFILESIZE This is the size of the log file. Maximum File Size can be 5 
MB. 

1 MB 

SENDHTTP If this is ON Mailcom will send alert to dispatcher OFF 

HTTPURL MAILCOM will send alerts to the dispatcher URL mentioned 
in this parameter 

 

APPNAME This application name will be mentioned in the alert being 
send to the dispatcher. 

AO 
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Parameters for MONCONF File 
Table 6. Parameters for MONCONF File 

Parameter Description/Allowed Value Default Value 

FileSys • Yes: Generate alerts if file does not exist OR threshold 
violated 

• No: Generate alerts ONLY if file exists AND threshold 
violated 

 

SkipEMS • Yes: Skip first ems message if normal and using eEvents 
• All: Skip first ems message if normal 
• No: Generate first ems message if normal 

NO 

Live • Yes: Send messages to ObjectStats 
• No: Do not send messages to ObjectStats unless requested  

YES 

MAXPORTS • When set to -1 (the default) causes all TCPIP objects to be 
monitored by a single ORM clone process. 

• When set to >= 0 this is the maximum number of TCPIP 
objects that will be monitored by a single ORM clone 
process. 

-1 

CPUMASK Allows user to select which CPUs will run an ORM clone process. 
Example: To avoid CPUs 0 &1 set param to: 0011111111111111. 
If omitted ORM takes up the default value to all 1's (run clones on 
all cpus). 

1111111111111111 

PINGPROG Specifies the location of the PING program. This is used for the 
PING thresholds. 

 

CLOSETDF When YES then ORM will only open TDF when necessary, i.e. to 
read to process thresholds at the time polling intervals expire. 
Default value is set as ‘No’ that means TDF can be opened 
anytime. 

NO 

INITRETRIES Used by master only. Specifies the number of times it will check 
for expected clones to be ready before just processing with clones 
that are ready. Retries are done at five second intervals. 

6 

B24OPTIONS Used by master only. 
• 0: Distributes all Base24 objects evenly across all CPUs. 
• 1: Distributes all Base24 objects to ONE CPU. 
• 2: Distributes all LISTOBJECTS type Base24 thresholds to 

one CPU. Also, distributes non-LISTOBJECTS objects 
evenly. 

 

FASTLOAD Used by master only. 
• YES: Invoke the fastload process. In this case the master 

process reads objects from disk and distributes them to 
clone ORM processes over $RECEIVE. This eliminates 
WRITEing records to ORMCPU files, READing of those files 
by clones, KEYPOSITIONING on ORMOBJ file by clones and 
READing of ORMOBJ file by clones. Generally results in 
better load time performance, less disk I/O. FASTLOAD YES 
is required for the WHOHAS command to work. 

• No: In this case master writes ORMCPU files which are read 
by clones to select their assigned objects from ORMOBJ, 
which clones and then reads from disk. Results are generally 
displayed in slower load times, and more disk I/O is used. 

YES 
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Parameter Description/Allowed Value Default Value 

B24LINELSTOBJ, 
B24LINKLSTOBJ, 
B24STATIONLSTOBJ, 
B24PROCESSLSTOBJ, and  
B24SYSTEMLSTOBJ     

• YES: Use the LISTOBJECTS command with BASE24 NCP. 
When set to YES ORM retrieves a list of objects from NCP 
based on object type and threshold. 

• Example: "LISTOBJECTS STATION *, STOPPED". The list is 
refreshed as required by polling interval of current object, 
i.e., if current polling interval is less than the timed passed 
since last LISTOBJECTS command then don't need to send 
request to NCP. (Objects with longer poll intervals thus 
benefit from list being current for short-interval objects). 
The YES value generally results in fewer messages being 
sent to NCP, but can result in more internal NCP processing 
to generate lists. 

• NO: Do not use LISTOBJECTS command. Use STATUS 
command, one command per object. The NO value generally 
results in more messages to the NCP but may be preferable 
in systems with smaller numbers of objects. 

 

EMSFORMAT Determines which format of the EMS message for threshold 
violations should be used. 
• 1: use the original format 
• 2: use the format that displays the violation and current 

value portions of the message first 

1 

ALIVETIMER This is used to set the time interval (in minutes) between each of 
the "Monitor Is Alive" messages. This is used by both the 
ORMMST and ORMCOM programs. If the value is set to zero, no 
messages will be displayed. 

100 

CPUUPDELAY Sets the time intervals (in minutes) between the CPU reload time 
and ORMCOM process restart time for that CPU. 

10 

MINPOLLSUBDIV Set the minimum time interval (in seconds) between polling 
interval segments. All polling intervals larger than this value will 
be divided into segments of this size to divide the workload across 
the polling interval. This helps in flattening the CPU load created 
by OVNM. 

 

MAXPOLLEDNEWOBJS Sets the maximum number of objects that will be polled as they 
are added. When new objects are added, they are polled as soon 
as they are added, unless the number of objects being added 
exceeds this value. This is to prevent the situation where 1000's of 
new objects are being added (and therefore, polled) which might 
degrade the performance of the system. 

 

DISPLAYINFOMSG Determines if informational messages are to be displayed or not. 
By default this value is set as Yes, to display the messages. If you 
don't want to see these messages, you can set this value to No. 
Critical messages are always displayed. 

YES 

PWYIOERRMSG This is used to turn logging of the PATHWAY I/O ERROR 
message on (YES) and off (NO). The PATHWAY I/O ERROR 
message provides detail of all relevant causes for a failure to 
communicate with PATHMON during PATHWAY monitoring, 
including Guardian I/O error, SPI interface error, and internal 
ORMCOM application errors, such as PATHMON process name 
table full, max retries exceeded. 
• Syntax for new ASCII command: 

• PWYIOERRMSG ON 
• PWYIOERRMSG OFF 

 

MAXPOLLDRIFTPCT Poll drift is the difference between the times when all objects for a 
poll interval should be finished processing and when they are 
actually done. Intervals with too many objects to process will drift. 
Drift is reported when it exceeds the MAXPOLLDRIFTPCT 
parameter value. 

10% 
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Parameter Description/Allowed Value Default Value 

THRESHOLDLINKING Reduces the amount of subsystem I/O needed to service multiple 
thresholds for a given object. Instead of sending a STATUS 
request per threshold we send only one request, then service all 
"linked" thresholds for that object from the single response. All 
thresholds for a given linked object are also assigned to the same 
ORM monitoring process as well. By default the value is set to 
YES. You can turn off the linking logic by setting the value to NO. 

YES 

TRACESPIERR Used to turn on or off the logging of SPI manager interface error 
messages. These error messages provide details of all the relevant 
causes for a failure to communicate with manager during 
monitoring, including Guardian I/O errors, SPI interface errors, and 
internal ORMCOM application errors, such as manager table 
memory management errors, and maximum OPEN or WRITEREAD 
retries exceeded. 
NOTE: TRACESPIERR is also an ASCII command with the same 
syntax as that of PWYIOERRMSG. 

 

DLKOPTIONS • 0: Distribute all Disk Lock objects evenly across all CPUs. 
• 1: Distribute all Disk Lock objects to ONE CPU. 

 

RDFOPTIONS • 0: Distribute all RDF objects evenly across all CPUs. 
• 1: Distribute all RDF objects to ONE CPU. 

 

PATHMONMAXALERTS Controls the number of consecutive violations ORM needs to 
detect before it reports a violation. The default value is set to 1, 
which means ORM will report the violation the very first time it is 
detected. 
If this value is set to 2, ORM needs to see the violation for two 
consecutive poll intervals before an alert will be generated for the 
"PATHMON^IS^STOPPED" Threshold type. This parameter is used 
by ORMMST to initialize the 
THRESHOLDOBJREC.max^consecutive^alerts field. 

YES 
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Appendix P: Threshold Linking 
This section contains information about a parameter that allows you to configure OVNM so it will minimize the 
number of times it requests information about an object. This option must be manually turned on. The default 
operation is to continue to work as it did in previous releases. This option is only supported for Base24, Filesys and 
NetBatch thresholds. For these subsystems, when the same object is mentioned in multiple thresholds, the 
information that is needed to evaluate that threshold is requested once per threshold. When this option is turned 
on, the information is only requested once and then all thresholds are evaluated – at the same time. For example – if 
you have thresholds for a given file for Percent Full > 70% and Index Levels > 2, with this option turned off, OVNM 
will make two guardian calls to get the information and evaluate each threshold. With this option turn on, OVNM will 
evaluate both thresholds after the first time it calls the guardian procedure. 

This also means that if the multiple thresholds have different polling intervals, they will all be evaluated at the 
lowest poll interval. OVNM already has all the information it needs to determine if the thresholds are in violation or 
not, so there is no need to wait until the longer poll interval. 

To turn this feature on, you need to create a Tacl routine called CUSTCHGS. If you don’t already have this Tacl in 
place for other reasons, fup the SAMPCHGS file to CUSTCHGS and make the necessary changes so the 
“ThresholdLinking” parameter is changed from No to Yes. This code will need to be in the fixup^the^monconf 
routine. 
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Appendix Q: SQL Database feed 
A single threshold has been added that allows users to begin testing and evaluating a data feed from OVNM into a 
SQL database. Currently, the SQL database must be off platform. The SQL database will require the use of the Data 
Analyzer product in order to use this information. The threshold is the TCPIP/Process/Process Stats threshold. This 
threshold will never create a violation. It cannot be used to automate actions. It will not be able to generate emails. 
This threshold is strictly for passing TCPIP statistics to the SQL database. For more information, please contact HPE 
since assistance will need to be scheduled to implement the supporting Pathway application that is needed to 
transfer the data from the NonStop to the SQL server. 

Figure 81. Configuring Threshold 
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Appendix R: Support for IPv6 
This section contains information about the parameter that is required when using IPv6. The Front End applications 
don’t need any changes in configuration to use IPv6. The TCP process should be configured for supporting IPv6 
connections. There is a parameter that needs to be included in the ELKCONFA & ELKCONFO files i.e. INET6.   The 
ELKCONFA file would be updated if the Windows applications (OCC, ObjectMap, etc) are going to be using IPv6 IP 
addresses. The ELKCONFO file would be updated if the Console and/or Event Management systems are going to be 
using IPv6 IP addresses. There is no ‘value’ associated with this parameter – it either exists or it does not. Since this 
file is managed automatically, if you want your change to be permanent, you need to reference Appendix G 
(Customizing OVNM Configuration Files). 

IPv6 Parameters for ELKCONFA & ELKCONFO 
Table 7. IPv6 parameters for ELKCONFA & ELKCONFO File 

 Parameter Description Default Value 

INET6 Designates the version of IP address on which OVNM will 
listen for connections. If not present then OVNM will listen 
on IPv4 only. If present then OVNM will support both 
versions if the TCP process is running in dual mode. 

Not present. 
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